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ABSTRACT
The study of the planet–debris disk connection can shed light on the formation and evolution of planetary
systemsand may help “predict” the presence of planets around stars with certain disk characteristics. In
preliminary analyses of subsamples of the Herschel DEBRIS and DUNES surveys, Wyatt et al. and Marshall et al.
identiﬁed a tentative correlation between debris and the presence of low-mass planets. Here we use the cleanest
possible sample out of these Herschel surveys to assess the presence of such a correlation, discarding stars without
known ages, with ages <1Gyr, and with binary companions <100 AUto rule out possible correlations due to
effects other than planet presence. In our resulting subsample of 204 FGK stars, we do not ﬁnd evidence that debris
disks are more common or more dusty around stars harboring high-mass or low-mass planets compared to a control
sample without identiﬁed planets. There is no evidence either that the characteristic dust temperature of the debris
disks around planet-bearing stars is any different from that in debris disks without identiﬁed planets, nor that debris
disks are more or less common (or more or less dusty) around stars harboring multiple planets compared to single-
planet systems. Diverse dynamical histories may account for the lack of correlations. The data show a correlation
between the presence of high-mass planets and stellar metallicity, but no correlation between the presence of low-
mass planets or debris and stellar metallicity. Comparing the observed cumulative distribution of fractional
luminosity to those expected from a Gaussian distribution in logarithmic scale, we ﬁnd that a distribution centered
on the solar system’s value ﬁts the data well, while one centered at 10 times this value can be rejected. This is of
interest in the context of future terrestrial planet detection and characterization because it indicates that there are
good prospects for ﬁnding a large number of debris disk systems (i.e., with evidence of harboring planetesimals,
the building blocks of planets) with exozodiacal emission low enough to be appropriate targets for an ATLAST-
type mission to search for biosignatures.
Key words: circumstellar matter – infrared: stars – interplanetary medium – Kuiper Belt: general – planet–disk
interactions – planetary systems
1. INTRODUCTION
Planetesimals are the building blocks of planets, and mid-
and far-infrared observations with Spitzer and Herschel
indicate that at least 10–25% of mature stars (ages of
10Myr to 10 Gyr) with a wide range of masses (correspond-
ing to spectral types A–M) harbor planetesimal disks with
disk sizes of tens to hundreds AU. This frequency is a lower
limit because the surveys are limited by sensitivity. The
evidence for planetesimals comes from the presence of
infrared emission in excess of that expected from the stellar
photosphere, thought to arise from a circumstellar dust disk;
because the lifetime of the dust grains (<1Myr) is much
shorter than the age of the star (>10Myr), it is inferred that
the dust cannot be primordial but must be the result of steady
or stochastic dust production generated by the collision,
disruption, and/or sublimation of planetesimals (for reviews,
see Wyatt 2008; Krivov 2010; Moro-Martín 2013; Matthews
et al. 2014).
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The Sun harbors such a debris disk, produced by the
asteroids, comets, and Kuiper Belt objects (Jewitt
et al. 2009)with a dust production rate that has changed
signiﬁcantly with time, being higher in the past when the
asteroid and Kuiper belts (KBs) were more densely populated
(Booth et al. 2009). Today, the solar system’s debris disk is
fainter than the faintest extrasolar debris disks we can observe
with Herschel (Moro-Martín 2003; Vitense et al. 2012), with a
3σ detection limit at 10–20 times the level of dust in the current
KB (Eiroa et al. 2013; B. C. Matthews et al. 2015, in
preparation). There is evidence of planetesimals around A- to
M-type stars in bothsingle- and multiple-star systems. These
stars span several orders of magnitude difference in stellar
luminosities, implying that planetesimal formation, a critical
step in planet formation, is a robust process that can take place
under a wide range of conditions.
It is therefore not surprising that planets and debris disks
coexist (Beichman et al. 2005; Moro-Martín et al. 2007b, 2010;
Maldonado et al. 2012; Wyatt et al. 2012; Marshall
et al. 2014). However, based on Spitzer debris disk surveys,
no statistical correlation has been foundto datebetween the
presence of known high-mass planets and debris disks (Moro-
Martín et al. 2007a; Bryden et al. 2009; Kóspál et al. 2009).
These studies were focused on high-mass planets (>30 ÅM )
because, at the time, the population of low-mass planets was
unknown. Overall, the lack of correlation was understood
within the context that the conditions to form debris disks are
more easily met than the conditions to form high-mass planets,
in which case one would not expect a correlation based on
formation conditions; this was also consistent with the studies
that showed that there is a correlation between stellar
metallicity and the presence of massive planets (Santos
et al. 2004; Fisher & Valenti 2005; Maldonado et al. 2012),
but there is no correlation between stellar metallicity and the
presence of debris disks (Bryden et al. 2006; Greaves et al.
2006; Maldonado et al. 2012).
Recent results from the radial velocity surveys indicate that,
similar to debris disks, there is no correlation between the
presence of low-mass planets and stellar metallicity (Ghezzi
et al. 2010; Mayor et al. 2011; Buchhave et al. 2012). This
might indicate that the conditions to form low-mass planets are
more easily met than those to form high-mass planets. A
natural question to ask is whether low-mass planets and debris
disks are correlated.
A correlation between terrestrial planets in the inner region
of the planetary systems and cold debris dust has been
predicted to exist based on a comprehensive set of dynamical
simulations consisting of high-mass planets, embryos, and
inner and outer belts of planetesimals. These simulations ﬁnd a
strong correlation between the presence of cold dust and the
occurrence of terrestrial planets because systems with cold dust
imply a calm dynamical evolution where the building blocks of
low-mass planets have been able to grow and survive; on the
other hand, systems with dynamically active high-mass planets
tend to destroy both the outer dust-producing planetesimal belt
and the building blocks of the terrestrial planets (Raymond
et al. 2011, 2012).
Herschel observations have opened a new parameter space
that allows us to explore fainter and colder debris disks,
improving our knowledge of debris disk frequency, in
particular around later-type stars. In addition, since the Spitzer
planet–debris disk correlation studies were carried out, a large
number of low-mass planets have been detected, the frequency
of which can now be characterized. Tentative detection of a
correlation between low-mass planets and debris disks was
presented in Wyatt et al. (2012)from a preliminary study
based on a Herschel–DEBRIS subsample of the nearest 60 G-
type stars, which was also seen in the volume-limited sample of
radial velocity planet host stars examined by Marshall et al.
(2014). In this paper, we revisit the planet–debris disk
correlation (or lack thereof) in the Herschel DEBRIS and
DUNES surveys (Eiroa et al. 2010;2013; Matthews et al. 2010;
B. C. Matthews et al. 2015, in preparation) to assess whether
the frequency and properties of debris disks around a control
sample of stars are statistically different from those around stars
with high-mass or low-mass planets. In a companion paper
(Marshall et al. 2014), we describe the individual exoplanet
host systems, their debris disks, and the disk dependencies on
planetary system properties such as planet semimajor axis and
eccentricity.
The selection criteria of the different samples used in this
study are presented in Section 2 (with a discussion of biases in
Section 5). A detailed discussion of the statistical analysis
using Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K–S), Fisher’s exact, and
survival analysis tests can be found in Section 3 (regarding
the frequency and properties of debris disks and their
dependence on the presence of high-mass and low-mass
planets), Section 4 (regarding the correlation with stellar
metallicity), and Section 6 (regarding the distribution of the
debris disk fractional luminosities). For a summary and
discussion of our results the reader is directed to Section 7.
2. SAMPLE SELECTION
Table 1 lists the selection criteria of the different samples of
stars used in our statistical analysis. Table 2 gives information
on their stellar parameters, and Table 3 lists the observed ﬂuxes
and photospheric estimates at 100 μmand the strength of the
excess emission. Detailed information on the procedures
followed in this paper for source extraction, photosphere
subtraction, and SED ﬁtting can be found in Kennedy et al.
(2012a, 2012b).
All the stars included in this study are drawn from the
Herschel DEBRIS and DUNES surveys. DEBRIS is an
unbiased volume-limited survey for M-, K-, G-, F-, and A-
type stars, where the volume limits are 8.6, 15.6, 21.3, 23.6,
and 45.5 pc, respectively (Phillips et al. 2010; Matthews 2010;
B. C. Matthews et al. 2015, in preparation). The DUNES
survey covers mid-F- to mid-K-type stars within 20 pc
(irrespective of planet or debris disk presence), plus a handful
of stars within 25 pc known to harbor planets and/or debris
disks (Eiroa et al. 2010, 2013).
2.1. Set 1: Control Sample Irrespective of Planet and
Debris Disk Presence
To maximize completeness from the DEBRIS and DUNES
surveys, we selected for Set 1 all the FGK stars within 20 pc.
The Spitzer surveys found that the upper envelope of the
70 μm debris diskemission shows a decline over the ∼100Myr
of a star’s lifetime (Bryden et al. 2006; Hillenbrand et al. 2008;
Carpenter 2009). Therefore, to avoid introducing biases due to
stellar age, we further restrict the control sample to stars with
ages >100Myr (of the stars with known ages, only three were
excluded because of youth). Our stellar ages are obtained from
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Vican et al. (2012) and Eiroa et al. (2013). Stellar ages can be
very uncertain, and individual systems may end up in the
wrong age bin.22 However, for a statistical analysis such as the
one in this paper, the best approach is to use an age database as
“uniform” as possible. Our ages are based on gyrochronology,
Ca II chromospheric emission (R’HK), and X-ray ﬂux, always in
that order of priority, acknowledging the decreasing reliability
of the corresponding age measurements. Gyrochronology ages
come from Vican et al. (2012) and are available for 17 stars in
our sample; they can be unreliable for young stars (<300Myr),
but out of those 17 stars, only one star is in that age range.
When several chromospheric ages are available, we favored the
ages in Eiroa et al. (2013) over those in Vican et al. (2012)
because the latter were based on a literature search, whereasthe
former were derived using spectra obtained by the DUNES
team and their internally consistent estimates of Ca II activity
index (out of the 162 chromospheric ages used, 107 come from
Eiroa et al. 2013). Stars without estimated ages were excluded
from our analysis.
We do not include A-type stars in this study because the planet
searches around these targets are preferentially done around
evolved A-type stars (classes III, III–IV, and IV) with lower jitter
and narrower absorption lines (Johnson et al. 2011), whereas the
A-type stars targeted by DEBRIS are main-sequence (class V).
Therefore, we do not have information on planet presence for
most A-type stars in the DEBRIS survey. Regarding M-type
stars, 89 were observed by DEBRIS, three harboring planets, one
of which is also harboring a debris disk (GJ 581—Lestrade
et al. 2012). We do not include M-type stars in this study because
of low number statistics and because they might probe into a
different regime of planetesimal and planet formation than the
FGK-type stars.
The DEBRIS and DUNES surveys include single and
binary/multiple stars. Previous studies indicate that there are
differences in both disk frequency and planet frequency
between singles and binaries, and these could introduce a bias
in our statistical analysis. Regarding disk frequency, Rodriguez
& Zuckerman (2012) found that, out of a sample of 112 main-
sequence debris diskstars, 25± 4% were binaries, signiﬁ-
cantly lower than the expected 50% for ﬁeld stars, with a lack
of binary systems at separations of 1–100 AU; for the debris
disk hosts in the DEBRIS sample, the multiplicity frequency is
∼28% (D. R. Rodriguez et al. 2015, in preparation). Regarding
planet frequency, Eggenberger et al. (2007, 2011) carried out a
survey with VLT/NACO to look for stellar companions around
130 nearby solar-type stars and found that the difference in
binarity fraction between the nonplanet hosts and the
planethosts is 13.2± 5.1% for binary separations <100 AU.
In a more recent study, Wang et al. (2014) compared the stellar
multiplicity of ﬁeld stars to that of a sample of 138 bright
Kepler multiplanet candidate systems, ﬁnding also that, for the
planethosts, the binary fraction is signiﬁcantly lower than ﬁeld
stars for binary semimajor axes <20 AU. An additional
observation is that, even within the giant planet regime,
binaries tighter than 100 AU show a different distribution of
masses, suggesting a different formation mechanism and/or
dynamical history (Duchene 2010). In view of all these studies,
we have excluded from our samples 96 binary systems with
semimajor axis <100 AU to avoid introducing a bias in our
analysis. In doing that, we are naturally excluding all
circumbinary disks (Kennedy et al. 2012b; D. R. Rodriguez
et al. 2015, in preparation), limiting our analysis to those that
are circumstellar. This seems appropriate because one would
expect that the degree to which the dust is affected by planets
(if present) is different, whether the dust is circumbinary or
circumstellar, and this could again bias any potential planet–
disk correlation.
Differences in infrared background levels could introduce a
bias to the debris disk detection; however, both the DUNES
and DEBRIS surveys excluded targets that were predicted to be
in regions with high contamination from galactic cirrus.23 In
Table 1
Sample Description
Set Description
1 FGK stars in DEBRIS and DUNES with distances <20 pc, ages >100 Myr, and no binary
companions at <100 AU
2 Subset from Set 1 without known planets
3 Subset from Set 1 harboring high-mass planets with masses >30MÅ
3a: for planets at >0.1 AU
3b: for planets at 0.1AU
4 Subset from Set 1 harboring low-mass planets with masses <30 MÅ
5 Subset from Set 1 harboring excess emission at 100 μm, i.e., with ( s- >F F* )100 ,100 100 3)
6 Subset from Set 1 with single planets
7 Subset from Set1 with multiple planets
1y, 2y, 3ay, 3by, 4y, 5y Subsets from Sets 1–5 with ages <1Gyr
1o, 2o, 3ao, 3bo, 4o, 5o Subsets from Sets 1–5with ages >1Gyr
1oy, 2oy Subsets from Sets 1 and 2 with ages 0.1–5 Gyr
1oo, 2oo Subsets from Sets 1 and 2 with ages >5 Gyr
1l, 2l, 3al, 3bl, 4l, 5l Subsets from Sets 1–5 with metallicities smaller than the average [Fe/H] ⩽ −0.12
1h, 2h, 3ah, 3bh, 4h, 5h Subsets from Sets 1–5 with metallicities larger than the average [Fe/H] >−0.12
1t, 2t, 3at, 3bt, 4t, 5t Subsets from Sets 1–5 with estimated dust temperature, assuming a blackbody
22 Comparing, for example, the stellar ages in Sierchio et al. (2014) to those in
Vican et al. (2012), among the 48 stars that these two studies have in common,
we ﬁnd that differences in ages are less than 50%, except for ﬁve stars:
HD126660/HIP 70497 (80%), HD23754/HIP 17651(83%), HD189245/HIP
98470 (733%), HD20630/HIP 15457 (70%), and HD101501/HIP 56997
(84%). The age estimations are therefore broadly consistent.
23 The unconﬁrmed planet host star α Cen B was observed as part of the
DUNES and Hi-Gal programs, but it was excluded from this analysis because
its high background level does not fulﬁll the DUNES and DEBRIS selection
criteria, and our analysis is intended to be unbiased.
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Table 2
Stellar Properties
HIP HD GJ UNS Survey d SpT Teff [Fe/H] Lbol Age Binary Sep.
a
(pc) (K) (dex) (L) (Gyr) (AU)
544 166 5 G030A DUNES 13.68 G8 V 5512 0.15 0.631 0.17 L
910 693 10 F069A DUNES 18.74 F8 V Fe-0.8 CH-0.5 6235 −0.32 3.280 3.04 L
1368 L 14 K115A DEBRIS 14.99 K7 4089 ** 0.109 ** L
1599 1581 17 F005A DEBRIS 8.59 F9.5 V 6013 −0.29 1.288 4.03 L
3093 3651 27 K045A DUNES 11.06 K0 V 5261 0.2 0.515 6.43 A-B: 474
3583 4391 1021 G041A DEBRIS 15.17 G5 V Fe-0.8 5845 −0.2 0.974 0.84 A-B: 252
L 146.01 G041B DEBRIS 15.17 G5 V Fe-0.8 4228 ** 0.019 0.84 A-B: 252
3765 4628 33 K016A DEBRIS 7.45 K2.5 V 5006 −0.24 0.293 5.31 L
3821 4614 34A G004A DUNES 5.95 F9V-G0V 5932 −0.23 1.209 6.43 L
3821 4614 34B G004B DUNES 5.95 F9V-G0V 5932 −0.23 1.209 6.43 L
3909 4813 37 F038A DUNES 15.75 F7 V 6260 −0.16 1.770 2.93 L
4022 4967 40A K127A DEBRIS 15.61 K6 V k 4136 ** 0.109 1.34 A-B: 262
L 40B K127B DEBRIS 15.61 K5 2541 ** 0.001 1.34 A-B: 262
4148 5133 42 K089A DUNES 14.16 K2.5 V (k) 4913 −0.16 0.292 3.64 L
5862 7570 55 F032A DEBRIS 15.12 F9 V Fe+0.4 6144 0.17 1.950 4.12 L
7235 9540 59A G092A DEBRIS 19.03 G8.5 V 5453 0.01 0.540 2.20 L
7513 9826 61 F020A DUNES 13.49 F8V 6224 0.11 3.446 7.26 L
7978 10647 3109 F051A DUNES 17.43 F9 V 6181 −0.09 1.571 1.74 L
8102 10700 71 G002A GT 3.65 G8.5 V 5421 −0.43 0.501 5.82 L
8768 11507 79 K043A DUNES 11.02 K7 3967 ** 0.080 0.67 L
10798 14412 95 G024A DUNES 12.67 G8 V 5479 −0.46 0.431 6.54 L
11452 15285 98 L DUNES 17.14 K5V-M1.5 V 3921 L 0.210 L L
11964 16157 103 L DUNES 11.60 K6Ve-M0VP 3790 L 0.092 0.18 L
12653 17051 108 F046A DEBRIS 17.17 F9 V Fe+0.3 6158 0.07 1.690 1.52 L
12777 16895 107A F010A DUNES 11.13 F7V-F8V 6314 0.03 2.250 7.92 L
12777 16895 107B F010B DUNES 11.13 F7V-F8V 6314 0.03 2.250 7.92 L
12843 17206 111 F024A DEBRIS 14.24 F6 V 6435 0.04 2.712 0.71 L
13375 L 116 K108A DEBRIS 14.76 K5 4006 ** 0.058 ** L
14445 19305 123 K107A DEBRIS 14.75 K5 3999 ** 0.101 0.00 L
15371 20807 138 G018A DUNES 12.02 G0 V 5922 −0.16 1.009 3.59 A-B: 3717
15457 20630 137 G011A DEBRIS 9.14 G5 V 5738 0.09 0.846 0.68 L
15510 20794 139 G005A DEBRIS 6.04 G8 V 5500 −0.34 0.663 6.56 L
15799 21175 3222 L DUNES 17.42 K0V-K1V 5087 0.12 0.535 2.84 L
15919 21197 141 K122A DEBRIS 15.39 K4 V 4534 ** 0.220 1.14 L
16134 21531 142 K061A DUNES 12.51 K6 V k 4172 −0.13 0.126 1.21 L
16537 22049 144 K001A GT 3.22 K2 V (k) 5100 −0.11 0.337 1.28 L
16711 22496 146 K079A DEBRIS 13.59 K5.0 4194 ** 0.121 0.97 L
16852 22484 147 F022A DEBRIS 13.98 F8 V 6031 −0.07 3.203 7.59 L
17420 23356 L K087A DUNES 13.95 K2.5 V 4982 −0.12 0.299 7.35 L
17439 23484 152 L DUNES 16.03 K1V-K2V 5166 0.05 0.402 0.76 L
17651 23754 155 F053A DEBRIS 17.61 F5 IV-V 6646 0.07 5.158 1.83 L
18280 L 156 K124A DEBRIS 15.52 K7 4121 ** 0.114 0.78 L
19884 27274 167 K067A DUNES 13.05 K4.5 V (k) 4529 0.06 0.195 0.00 L
22263 30495 177 G029A DUNES 13.27 G1.5 V CH-0.5 5830 0.04 0.972 0.55 L
22449 30652 178 F003A DEBRIS 8.07 F6V 6538 −0.01 2.870 3.04 L
23311 32147 183 K024A DUNES 8.71 K3 + V 4755 0.29 0.283 10.91 L
23693 33262 189 F012A DEBRIS 11.64 F6V 6213 −0.15 1.496 0.57 A-B: 3743
25544 36435 204.1 G095A DEBRIS 19.20 G9 V 5473 0.06 0.535 0.40 L
26394 39091 9189 G085A DEBRIS 18.32 G0 V 6000 0.1 1.537 6.04 L
27072 38393 216A F006A DEBRIS 8.93 F6.5 V 6374 −0.09 2.415 3.45 A-B: 860
38392 216B F006B DEBRIS 8.93 F9 V Fe-1.4 CH-0.7 4905 ** 0.290 3.45 A-B: 860
27188 L 215 K082A DEBRIS 13.72 K7 4016 ** 0.096 ** L
27887 40307 L K065A DUNES 13.00 K2.5 V 4844 −0.45 0.257 2.60 L
28103 40136 225 F028 DUNES 14.88 F0IV-F2V 7000 −0.11 5.562 0.64 L
28442 40887 225.2 L DUNES 16.39 K5V-K6.5 V 4330 L 0.290 L L
29568 43162 3389 G056A DUNES 16.72 G6.5 V 5582 0 0.711 0.28 A-B: 411
32439 46588 240.1 F056A DUNES 17.88 F8 V 6244 −0.03 1.785 7.05 L
32480 48682 245 F044A DUNES 16.71 F9 V 6078 0.16 1.870 6.32 L
33277 50692 252 G065A DUNES 17.24 G0 V 5924 −0.11 1.280 5.45 L
34017 52711 262 G093A DUNES 19.16 G0 V 5915 −0.14 1.331 5.54 L
34052 53680 264 G059C DUNES 16.94 G0 V 4314 ** 0.145 6.24 A-C: 3134
34065 53705 264.1A G059A DUNES 16.94 G0 V 5826 −0.39 1.490 6.24 A-B: 357
34069 53706 264.1B G059B DUNES 16.94 G0 V 5314 −0.23 0.492 6.79 A-B: 357
4
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Table 2
(Continued)
HIP HD GJ UNS Survey d SpT Teff [Fe/H] Lbol Age Binary Sep.
a
(pc) (K) (dex) (L) (Gyr) (AU)
35136 55575 1095 F045A DUNES 16.89 F9 V 5926 −0.36 1.497 5.25 L
37288 L 281 K099A DEBRIS 14.53 K7 4054 ** 0.073 2.20 L
37349 61606 282A K090A DEBRIS 14.19 K3- V 4876 0.06 0.294 0.46 A-B: 827
L 282B K090B DEBRIS 14.19 K3- V 4074 ** 0.102 0.46 A-B: 827
38784 62613 290 G062A DUNES 17.18 G8V 5598 −0.08 0.629 3.75 L
40693 69830 302 G022A DUNES 12.49 G8 + V 5419 0.14 0.599 6.43 L
40702 71243 305 F077A DEBRIS 19.57 F5 V Fe-0.8 6702 −0.25 7.467 0.25 L
40843 69897 303 F061A DUNES 18.27 F6 V 6324 −0.39 2.507 4.27 L
42438 72905 311 G036A DUNES 14.36 G1.5Vb 5885 −0.02 0.999 0.27 L
42748 L 319A&B K121AB DEBRIS 15.37 K7 3778 ** 0.083 ** A-B: 1758
43587 75732 324A K060A DUNES 12.46 K0 IV-V 5283 0.19 0.608 8.43 A-B: 1055
L 324B K060B DUNES 12.46 K0 IV-V 2939 ** 0.008 8.43 A-B: 1055
43726 76151 327 G068A DUNES 17.39 G3 V 5815 0.23 1.028 1.65 L
44248 76943 332A&B F040AB DEBRIS 16.06 F5 IV-V 6569 0.08 5.456 0.83 A-B: 455
44722 L 334 K097A DEBRIS 14.47 K7 3858 ** 0.081 1.00 L
44897 78366 334.2 G094A DUNES 19.18 G0 IV-V 6022 0.03 1.301 1.20 L
45343 79210 338A K011A DEBRIS 6.11 K7 3957 ** 0.062 0.70 A-B: 106.7
120005 79211 338B K011B DEBRIS 6.11 K7 3864 −0.4 0.068 1.01 A-B: 106.7
46580 82106 349 K064A DUNES 12.89 K3 V 4781 −0.44 0.231 0.61 L
47592 84117 364 F031A DUNES 15.01 F8 V 6213 −0.21 2.018 4.14 L
48113 84737 368 G086A DEBRIS 18.34 G0 IV-V 5968 0.1 2.629 7.39 L
49081 86728 376 G040A DUNES 15.05 G4 V 5796 0.19 1.369 6.02 L
49908 88230 380 K005A DUNES 4.87 K5 4090 −0.16 0.103 6.60 L
53721 95128 407 G033A DUNES 14.06 G0V 5921 −0.03 1.644 4.93 L
54646 97101 414A K056A DUNES 11.96 K7 V 4468 −1.5 0.146 4.11 A-B: 408
L 414B K056B DUNES 11.96 K7 V 3483 ** 0.051 4.11 A-B: 408
55846 99491 429A G079A DEBRIS 17.78 G6/8 III/IV 5433 ** 0.735 3.79 A-B: 504
55848 99492 429B G079B DEBRIS 17.78 G6/8 III/IV 4942 ** 0.325 3.79 A-B: 504
56452 100623 432A K029A DUNES 9.56 K0- V 5244 −0.38 0.364 4.90 A-B: 162.5
L 432B K029B DUNES 9.56 K0- V 9506 ** 0.000 4.90 A-B: 162.5
56997 101501 434 G013A DEBRIS 9.60 G8 V 5555 0.01 0.621 1.66 L
56998 101581 435 K059A DEBRIS 12.40 K4.5 V (k) 4557 ** 0.152 0.73 L
57443 102365 442A G012A DEBRIS 9.22 G2 V 5671 −0.37 0.839 5.80 A-B: 211
L 442B G012B DEBRIS 9.22 G2 V 2700 ** 0.003 5.80 A-B: 211
57507 102438 446 G069A DUNES 17.47 G6 V 5618 −0.28 0.699 5.20 L
57757 102870 449 F009A DEBRIS 10.93 F9 V 6130 0.09 3.594 6.41 L
57939 103095 451A K028A DUNES 9.08 K1 V Fe-1.5 5167 −1.12 0.223 4.61 L
58345 103932 453 K034A DUNES 10.16 K4 + V 4568 0.16 0.212 0.44 L
59199 105452 455.3 F030A DEBRIS 14.94 F1 V 7053 −0.13 4.530 0.68 L
61094 L 471 K081A DEBRIS 13.68 K7 3882 ** 0.062 ** L
61174 109085 471.2 F063A DEBRIS 18.28 F2 V 6953 −0.02 5.092 2.47 L
61317 109358 475 G007AB DEBRIS 8.44 G0 V 5929 −0.2 1.243 3.96 L
61901 110315 481 K092A DEBRIS 14.19 K4.5 V 4448 ** 0.190 6.66 L
62207 110897 484 F050A DUNES 17.37 F9 V Fe-0.3 5939 −0.53 1.098 6.24 L
62523 111395 486.1 G057A DUNES 16.94 G7 V 5647 0.22 0.767 0.37 L
62687 111631 488 K036A DEBRIS 10.60 K7 4073 ** 0.093 0.68 L
64394 114710 502 G010A DEBRIS 9.13 G0V 6072 0.11 1.418 1.83 L
64792 115383 504 G073A DUNES 17.56 G0Vs 6043 0.24 2.187 0.16 A-B: 602
64924 115617 506 G008A DEBRIS 8.55 G7 V 5597 0 0.836 4.58 L
65026 115953 508 L DUNES 10.71 K0, M0V-M3V 3752 L 0.120 6.00 L
65352 116442 3781A G050A DEBRIS 15.79 G9 V 5248 −0.14 0.366 7.81 A-B: 416
65355 116443 3782B G050B DEBRIS 15.79 G9 V 5036 −0.11 0.289 8.43 A-B: 416
65721 117176 512.1 L DUNES 17.99 G4V-G5V 5513 −0.07 2.989 7.89 L
66459 L 519 K041A DEBRIS 10.93 K5 3986 ** 0.063 8.01 L
66675 118926 521.1 K109A DEBRIS 14.76 K5 3876 ** 0.066 ** L
67090 L 525 K070A DEBRIS 13.19 K5 3852 ** 0.047 1.00 L
67275 120136 527A F036A DUNES 15.62 F7V 6826 0.26 3.018 0.47 A-B: 125.1
67275 L 527B F036B DUNES 15.62 F7V 3580 ** 0.032 0.47 A-B: 125.1
67308 120036 1177A K103A DEBRIS 14.63 K6.5 V (k) 4116 ** 0.115 8.30 A-B: 132.0
67308 L 1177B K103B DEBRIS 14.63 K6.5 V (k) 4113 ** 0.103 8.30 A-B: 132.0
67487 120467 529 K095A DEBRIS 14.29 K5.5 V (k) 4293 ** 0.169 2.28 L
67691 234078 532 K091A DEBRIS 14.19 K5 4169 ** 0.111 6.36 L
68184 122064 L K032A DUNES 10.06 K3V 4818 0.1 0.287 3.34 L
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Table 2
(Continued)
HIP HD GJ UNS Survey d SpT Teff [Fe/H] Lbol Age Binary Sep.
a
(pc) (K) (dex) (L) (Gyr) (AU)
70218 L 546 K096A DEBRIS 14.39 K6 V 4220 ** 0.129 0.40 L
70319 126053 547 G063A DUNES 17.19 G1.5 V 5753 −0.27 0.820 5.80 L
70497 126660 549A F026A DEBRIS 14.53 F7V 6328 −0.08 4.242 1.08 A-B: 1005
L 549B F026B DEBRIS 14.53 F7V 3455 ** 0.021 1.08 A-B: 1005
71181 128165 556 K072A DUNES 13.22 K3V 4769 −0.09 0.240 11.19 L
71284 128167 557 F039A DEBRIS 15.83 F3Vwvar 6889 ** 3.557 4.78 L
71908 128898 560A A010A DUNES 16.57 A7p-F1Vp 7645 L 11.263 L L
128898 560B A010B DUNES 16.57 L L L L
71957 129502 9491 F062A DEBRIS 18.28 F2 V 6759 0.01 7.474 1.11 L
73182 131976 570B K008B DUNES 5.86 K4 V 3568 −0.24 0.069 1.36 A-BC: 141.8
73184 131977 570A K008A DUNES 5.86 K4 V 4607 0.1 0.210 1.36 A-BC: 141.8
73996 134083 578 F076A DUNES 19.55 F5 V 6646 0.05 3.322 3.95 L
75277 136923 L G101A DEBRIS 19.60 G9 V 5369 ** 0.497 4.81 L
76779 139763 L K126A DEBRIS 15.56 K6 V k 4161 ** 0.114 2.93 L
77257 141004 598 G019A DEBRIS 12.12 G0 IV-V 5967 0.06 2.126 5.49 L
77760 142373 602 G052A DEBRIS 15.89 G0 V Fe-0.8... 5897 −0.5 3.195 7.39 L
78072 142860 603 F011A DEBRIS 11.26 F7V 6387 −0.17 3.097 3.49 L
78459 143761 606.2 G064A DUNES 17.24 G0 V 5858 −0.17 1.780 7.33 L
78775 144579 611A K098A DUNES 14.51 K0 V Fe-1.2 5330 −0.6 0.439 6.04 A-B: 1020
L 611B K098B DUNES 14.51 K0 V Fe-1.2 3372 ** 0.003 6.04 A-B: 1020
79248 145675 614 L DUNES 17.57 K0IV-K0V 5336 0.43 0.653 7.45 L
79755 147379 617A K039A DEBRIS 10.80 K7 4082 ** 0.097 1.01 A-B: 697
79762 L 617B K039B DEBRIS 10.80 K7 3345 ** 0.029 1.01 A-B: 697
80725 148653 L L DUNES 19.66 K1V-K2V 5040 L 0.636 1.89 L
82003 151288 638 K031A DEBRIS 9.81 K5 4418 ** 0.125 7.67 L
83389 154345 651 G088A DUNES 18.58 G8V 5485 −0.06 0.619 3.84 L
83990 154577 656 K080A DEBRIS 13.63 K2.5 V (k) 4920 −0.64 0.221 8.09 L
84862 157214 672 G035A DUNES 14.33 G0V 5776 −0.41 1.281 5.91 L
85235 158633 675 K062A DUNES 12.80 K0V 5334 −0.44 0.417 5.31 L
85295 157881 673 K021A DUNES 7.70 K5 4201 −0.03 0.115 2.20 L
86796 160691 691 G047 DUNES 15.51 G3V/VI-G5V 5787 0.29 1.821 >1 L
88601 165341 702A K007A DUNES 5.08 K0V 5312 0.05 0.594 1.05 L
88601 165341 702A K007B DUNES 5.08 K0V 5312 0.05 0.594 1.05 L
88972 166620 706 K044A DUNES 11.02 K2 V 5047 −0.07 0.346 6.43 L
89042 165499 705.1 G075A DUNES 17.62 G0 V 5953 0.09 1.715 5.40 L
89211 166348 707 K068A DEBRIS 13.13 K6 V (k) 4225 ** 0.126 6.04 L
91009 234677 719 L DUNES 16.35 K4V-K6V 4200 0.05 0.232 0.12 L
92043 173667 725.2 F073 DUNES 19.21 F5V-F7IV 6431 0.04 6.141 4.74 L
95149 181321 755 G091A DEBRIS 18.83 G1 V 5793 −0.21 0.791 0.15 L
95995 184467 762.1 L DUNES 16.96 K1V-2 V 5027 −0.22 0.682 7.48 L
96100 185144 764 G003 DUNES 5.75 G9V-K0V 5276 −0.18 0.427 3.67 L
97944 188088 770 L DUNES 14.05 K2V/VI-K4V 4687 −0.2 0.770 0.49 L
98698 190007 775 K063A DEBRIS 12.86 K4 V (k) 4555 ** 0.219 0.59 L
98959 189567 776 G077A DUNES 17.73 G2 V 5764 −0.22 1.024 4.06 L
99240 190248 780 L DUNES 6.11 G8IV 5597 0.3 1.246 8.30 L
99701 191849 784 K012A DEBRIS 6.20 K7.0 3881 ** 0.060 0.85 L
99825 192310 785 K027A DEBRIS 8.91 K2 + V 5096 0.09 0.406 7.50 L
100925 194640 790 G098A DEBRIS 19.52 G8 V 5574 0.06 0.766 4.78 L
101955 196795 795 L DUNES 16.72 K5V-M0/1 V 4181 L 0.331 1.20 L
101997 196761 796 G037A DUNES 14.38 G8 V 5486 −0.3 0.540 5.63 L
102186 196877 798 K057A DEBRIS 12.15 K5.0 4167 ** 0.083 0.49 L
102485 197692 805 F027A DEBRIS 14.68 F5 V 6640 0.03 3.907 0.31 L
104092 200779 818 K116A DEBRIS 15.10 K6 V 4310 ** 0.167 1.12 L
104214 201091 820A K002A DUNES 3.49 K5V 4394 −0.25 0.144 6.18 L
104217 201092 820B K002B DUNES 3.50 K7V-M0V 4002 −0.39 0.092 8.45 L
104440 L 818.1 C F079C DEBRIS 19.81 F9.5 V 3370 ** 0.008 0.69 AB-C: 142.6
105090 202560 825 K004A DEBRIS 3.95 K7.0 3912 ** 0.072 2.56 L
105858 203608 827 F007A DEBRIS 9.26 F9.5 V 6213 −0.84 1.522 0.57 L
106696 205390 833 K101A DUNES 14.62 K1.5 V 5013 −0.2 0.305 2.01 L
107350 206860 836.7 G080A DUNES 17.88 G0 V CH-0.5 5992 −0.2 1.128 0.32 A-B: 772
107649 207129 838 G053A DUNES 16.00 G0 V Fe+0.4 5969 −0.06 1.282 6.98 A-B: 880
108870 209100 845 K003A DUNES 3.62 K4 V (k) 4672 −0.06 0.210 0.90 A-BC: 1456
109422 210302 849.1 F064A DUNES 18.28 F6 V 6463 0.09 2.883 3.53 L
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addition, all the targets in Set 1 have been inspected to exclude,
to the best of our knowledge, sources subject to confusion.
The total number of stars in Set 1 (FGK stars within 20 pc,
ages>100Myr and no binary companions at<100 AU) is 204.
All the other star samples discussed in the subsections below
are extracted from Set 1, i.e., they fulﬁll the same criteria with
respect to stellar type, distance, age, absence of close binary
companions, and nearby confusion.
Table 4 lists the planetary systems found within Set 1. There
are 22 stars harboring planets and anadditional three with
unconﬁrmed planetary systems, namely HD 22049 (ϵ Eri), HD
10700 (τ Cet), and HD 189567.
Even though the targets are located at a range of distances
(see Figure 1), we do not expect this to introduce a signiﬁcant
bias to the planet–debris disk correlation study presented in this
paper for the following reasons. Regarding planet detection, the
Doppler studies do not depend on distance (although their
sensitivity depends on V magnitude and spectral type, and this
may account for the closer distances of stars hosting low-mass
planets only). Regarding debris disk detection, (a) the DUNES
observations are designed to always reach the stellar photo-
sphere at 100 μm to a uniform signal-to-noise ratio>5; (b) we
assess the planet–debris correlation using survival analysis that
takes into account the upper limits from the DEBRIS survey;
and (c) we use a distance-independent variable, the dust excess
ﬂux ratio ( -F F F)obs100 star100 star100, where Fobs100 is the observed ﬂux
at 100 μm, and Fstar
100 is the expected photospheric value at that
wavelength.
2.2. Set 2: No-planet Sample
Set 2 is the subset of stars from Set 1 without known planets,
as of 2014 August. The number of stars in this set is 182 (179 if
including the three unconﬁrmed planetary systems).
2.3. Set 3: High-mass Planet Sample
Set 3 is the subset of stars from Set 1 known as of 2014
August to harbor one or more planets with masses >30 ÅM
(>0.094MJup). We call this the high-mass planet sample. The
planetary system properties are listed in Table 4. The number
of stars in this set is 16 (17 if including the three unconﬁrmed
planetary systems). Note that some of these systems also
harbor low-mass planets. We chose this limiting planet mass
because for stars harboring planets >30MÅ, there is a
correlation between the presence of planets and stellar
metallicity (Santos et al. 2004; Fisher & Valenti 2005). On
the other hand, for stars harboring planets<30MÅ, there is no
correlation between the presence of planets and stellar
metallicity (Ghezzi et al. 2010; Mayor et al. 2011). This might
indicate differences in the planet formation mechanismthat
may affect the planet–debris disk correlation. We further divide
this set into two subsets: 3a (for planets with >a 0.1AU) and
3b (for planets with <a 0.1AU).
2.4. Set 4: Low-mass Planet Sample
Set 4 is the subset of stars from Set 1 known as of August
2014 to harbor one or more planets with masses <30MÅ and
no higher-mass planets. We call this the low-mass planet
sample. There are six stars in this set (eight if including the
three unconﬁrmed planetary systems).
2.5. Set 5: Debris Disk Sample
Due to the wavelength coverage of the DUNES and DEBRIS
surveys24, this study is focused on the 100 μm emission.
Set 5 is the subset of 29 stars from Set 1 with debris disks
detected by Herschel at 100 μm, i.e., stars for which signal to
noise ratio of the excess emission, SNR > 3dust , where
=
s s
-
+
SNR F Fdust
obs
100
star
100
obs
1002
star
1002
, and Fobs
100 and Fstar
100 are the observed
ﬂux at 100 μm and the estimated photospheric ﬂux, respec-
tively, whereassobs100 and sstar100 are their 1σ uncertainties. The
70 μm Spitzer observations do not identify any additional
debris disks within Set 1. This indicates that the 100 μm
Table 2
(Continued)
HIP HD GJ UNS Survey d SpT Teff [Fe/H] Lbol Age Binary Sep.
a
(pc) (K) (dex) (L) (Gyr) (AU)
110443 211970 1267 K076A DEBRIS 13.53 K5.0 4020 ** 0.085 3.78 L
111960 214749 868 K077A DEBRIS 13.55 K4.5 V k 4480 ** 0.182 3.96 L
112447 215648 872A F043A DEBRIS 16.30 F7V 6188 −0.2 4.780 7.91 A-B: 192.3
L 872B F043B DEBRIS 16.30 F7V 3370 ** 0.024 7.91 A-B: 192.3
112774 216133 875 K088A DEBRIS 14.13 K7 3854 ** 0.056 0.55 L
113283 216803 879 K019A DEBRIS 7.61 K4 + V k 4578 ** 0.187 0.38 A-B: 53498
113421 217107 L G102AB DEBRIS 19.86 G8 IV-V 5645 0.27 1.173 8.09 L
113576 217357 884 K022A DUNES 8.21 K5 4079 −1.5 0.091 4.90 L
114361 218511 1279 K114A DEBRIS 14.99 K5.5 V (k) 4369 ** 0.153 1.26 L
116215 221503 898 K112A DEBRIS 14.90 K5 4214 ** 0.132 8.07 A-BC: 5047
116745 222237 902 K052A DUNES 11.41 K3 + V 4743 −0.24 0.221 6.60 L
116763 222335 902.1 G087A DEBRIS 18.58 G9.5 V 5285 −0.14 0.439 2.31 L
116771 222368 904 F021A DEBRIS 13.72 F7V 6227 −0.13 3.512 6.22 L
120005 79211 338B K011B DEBRIS 6.11 K7 3864 −0.4 0.068 1.01 A-B: 106.7
26976 166B&C K006BC DUNES 4.98 K0.5 V 3283 ** 0.008 4.30 AB-C: 413
Note.
a Projected binary separation from D. R. Rodriguez et al. (2015, in preparation).
24 DEBRIS and DUNES utilized the simultaneous 100 and 160 μm imaging
mode as the basis for their survey data, with both teams taking additional data
toward selected sources using the 70 and 160 μm imaging mode of PACS and
250, 350, and 500 μm imaging with SPIRE as appropriate.
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Table 3
Observed Fluxes and Excess Properties
HIP HD GJ UNS Fobs
100a Fstar
100b F sobs100 obs100c F Fobs100 star100d F Fdust100 star100d Ldust/Lstare SNRdust f Dust Setg
(mJy) (mJy) Detec.?
544 166 5 G030A 63.55 ± 4.45 7.54 ± 0.13 14.28 8.43 7.43 6.49E-05 12.58 Y 1,2,5
910 693 10 F069A 19.29 ± 2.52 14.41 ± 0.33 7.65 1.34 0.34 <2.57E-06 1.92 N 1,2
1368 L 14 K115A 41.27 ± 6.55 2.85 ± 0.07 6.30 14.46 13.46 9.50E-05 5.86 Y 1,2,5, (conf.?)
1599 1581 17 F005A 34.64 ± 2.72 30.07 ± 0.52 12.75 1.15 0.15 <1.40E-06 1.65 N 1,2
3093 3651 27 K045A 6.61 ± 1.49 10.82 ± 0.21 4.42 0.61 −0.39 <1.23E-07 −2.79 N 1,3a,6
3583 4391 1021 G041A 11.12 ± 2.25 8.05 ± 0.11 4.94 1.38 0.38 <4.40E-06 1.36 N 1,2
L 146.01 G041B −1.70 ± 2.17 0.42 ± 0.04 −0.79 <15.41 <14.41 <1.37E-04 −0.98 N 1,2
3765 4628 33 K016A 15.16 ± 2.88 16.41 ± 0.27 5.26 0.92 −0.08 <2.58E-06 −0.43 N 1,2
3821 4614 34A G004A 58.96 ± 3.91 74.33 ± 1.54 15.06 0.79 −0.21 <-1.68E-07 −3.65 N 1,2
3821 4614 34B G004B 10.98 ± 2.10 18.21 ± 0.35 5.22 0.60 −0.40 <-1.74E-07 −3.39 N 1,2
3909 4813 37 F038A 13.31 ± 1.62 10.87 ± 0.25 8.22 1.22 0.22 <1.97E-06 1.49 N 1,2
4022 4967 40A K127A −0.63 ± 2.25 2.47 ± 0.05 −0.28 <2.74 <1.74 <1.76E-05 −1.37 N 1,2
L 40B K127B −3.35 ± 1.70 0.08 ± 0.00 −1.97 <63.61 <62.61 <2.71E-03 −2.01 N 1,2
4148 5133 42 K089A 13.93 ± 1.56 4.70 ± 0.07 8.91 2.96 1.96 9.99E-06 5.90 Y 1,2,5
5862 7570 55 F032A 23.11 ± 2.49 13.79 ± 0.25 9.29 1.68 0.68 8.83E-06 3.73 Y 1,2,5
7235 9540 59A G092A 6.15 ± 2.26 3.44 ± 0.05 2.72 <3.76 <2.76 <1.22E-05 1.20 N 1,2
7513 9826 61 F020A 34.09 ± 2.68 29.41 ± 0.52 12.74 1.16 0.16 <1.29E-06 1.72 N 1,3a,7
7978 10647 3109 F051A 825.41 ± 81.22 8.19 ± 0.22 10.16 100.79 99.79 3.11E-04 10.06 Y 1,3a,5,6
8102 10700 71 G002A 190.00 ± 19.00 81.00 ± 1.57 10.00 2.35 1.35 8.70E-06 5.72 Y 1,2,5, (4?,7?)
8768 11507 79 K043A 3.56 ± 1.23 4.15 ± 0.18 2.89 <1.75 <0.75 <8.62E-06 −0.47 N 1,2
10798 14412 95 G024A 6.63 ± 0.97 6.13 ± 0.09 6.83 1.08 0.08 <2.44E-06 0.51 N 1,2
11452 15285 98 L 4.27 ± 0.73 4.52 ± 0.06 5.84 0.95 −0.05 <5.12E-06 −0.34 N 1,2
11964 16157 103 L 4.11 ± 0.78 5.95 ± 0.14 5.30 0.69 −0.31 <1.09E-06 −2.33 N 1,2
12653 17051 108 F046A 5.76 ± 2.68 9.19 ± 0.17 2.15 <1.50 <0.50 <1.55E-06 −1.28 N 1,3a,6
12777 16895 107A F010A 25.27 ± 2.36 29.96 ± 0.69 10.70 0.84 −0.16 <2.29E-07 −1.90 N 1,2
12777 16895 107B F010B 1.84 ± 1.88 3.00 ± 0.26 0.98 <2.49 <1.49 <4.26E-06 −0.61 N 1,2
12843 17206 111 F024A 20.05 ± 2.87 18.80 ± 0.33 6.99 1.07 0.07 <1.42E-06 0.43 N 1,2
13375 L 116 K108A −1.44 ± 1.97 1.68 ± 0.03 −0.73 <3.52 <2.52 <2.81E-05 −1.58 N 1,2
14445 19305 123 K107A 4.26 ± 1.67 2.87 ± 0.06 2.55 <3.24 <2.24 <2.51E-05 0.83 N 1,2
15371 20807 138 G018A 14.48 ± 1.42 12.58 ± 0.22 10.19 1.15 0.15 <1.70E-06 1.32 N 1,2, (conf.?)
15457 20630 137 G011A 23.23 ± 2.28 20.11 ± 0.35 10.21 1.15 0.15 <1.88E-06 1.35 N 1,2
15510 20794 139 G005A 54.45 ± 3.25 40.93 ± 0.77 16.75 1.33 0.33 1.73E-06 4.05 Y 1,4,5,7
15799 21175 3222 L 5.18 ± 0.77 5.24 ± 0.07 6.69 0.99 −0.01 <2.36E-06 −0.08 N 1,2
15919 21197 141 K122A 2.75 ± 2.33 3.77 ± 0.06 1.18 <2.59 <1.59 <1.22E-05 −0.44 N 1,2
16134 21531 142 K061A 3.42 ± 1.06 4.37 ± 0.08 3.24 0.78 −0.22 <5.02E-06 −0.89 N 1,2
16537 22049 144 K001A 2000.00 ± 200.00 91.99 ± 1.00 10.00 21.74 20.74 1.30E-04 9.54 Y 1,2,5(3a?,6?)
16711 22496 146 K079A 6.32 ± 2.35 3.49 ± 0.08 2.69 <3.83 <2.83 <2.75E-05 1.20 N 1,2
16852 22484 147 F022A 73.24 ± 7.31 27.97 ± 0.47 10.02 2.62 1.62 1.01E-05 6.18 Y 1,2,5
17420 23356 L K087A 15.12 ± 1.30 4.71 ± 0.07 11.59 3.21 2.21 1.35E-05 7.97 Y 1,2,5
17439 23484 152 L 90.03 ± 5.41 4.22 ± 0.05 16.65 21.33 20.33 7.00E-05 15.87 Y 1,2,5
17651 23754 155 F053A 27.33 ± 2.76 21.22 ± 0.49 9.90 1.29 0.29 <1.67E-06 2.18 N 1,2
18280 L 156 K124A 4.21 ± 1.87 2.64 ± 0.07 2.25 <3.71 <2.71 <2.78E-05 0.84 N 1,2
19884 27274 167 K067A 2.92 ± 0.84 4.72 ± 0.07 3.48 0.62 −0.38 <1.17E-06 −2.14 N 1,2
22263 30495 177 G029A 86.02 ± 5.19 10.43 ± 0.18 16.58 8.25 7.25 3.10E-05 14.56 Y 1,2,5
22449 30652 178 F003A 61.78 ± 4.34 58.96 ± 1.04 14.24 1.05 0.05 <6.93E-07 0.63 N 1,2
23311 32147 183 K024A 9.90 ± 2.12 13.18 ± 0.21 4.68 0.75 −0.25 <1.56E-06 −1.54 N 1,2
23693 33262 189 F012A 32.91 ± 3.11 17.19 ± 0.31 10.57 1.91 0.91 1.19E-05 5.03 Y 1,2,5
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Table 3
(Continued)
HIP HD GJ UNS Fobs
100a Fstar
100b F sobs100 obs100c F Fobs100 star100d F Fdust100 star100d Ldust/Lstare SNRdust f Dust Setg
(mJy) (mJy) Detec.?
25544 36435 204.1 G095A 3.16 ± 2.39 3.32 ± 0.05 1.32 <3.12 <2.12 <9.30E-06 −0.07 N 1,2
26394 39091 9189 G085A 16.06 ± 2.43 7.95 ± 0.15 6.60 2.02 1.02 1.51E-06 3.33 Y 1,3a,5,6
27072 38393 216A F006A 44.44 ± 5.22 43.79 ± 0.81 8.51 1.01 0.01 <1.04E-06 0.12 N 1,2
38392 216B F006B 11.53 ± 2.76 11.91 ± 0.18 4.18 0.97 −0.03 <4.04E-06 −0.14 N 1,2
27188 L 215 K082A 4.91 ± 2.30 3.12 ± 0.07 2.14 <3.79 <2.79 <3.08E-05 0.78 N 1,2
27887 40307 L K065A 8.40 ± 1.17 5.08 ± 0.06 7.20 1.66 0.66 <8.51E-06 2.85 N 1,4,7
28103 40136 225 F028 45.18 ± 3.22 27.56 ± 0.50 14.04 1.64 0.64 1.10E-05 5.41 Y 1,2,5
28442 40887 225.2 L -0.74 ± 0.70 5.14 ± 0.13 −1.06 <0.41 <-0.59 <-5.23E-06 −8.26 N 1,2
29568 43162 3389 G056A 6.57 ± 1.13 5.50 ± 0.14 5.81 1.20 0.20 <3.37E-06 0.94 N 1,2
32439 46588 240.1 F056A 8.49 ± 1.57 8.58 ± 0.15 5.40 0.99 −0.01 <1.60E-06 −0.06 N 1,2
32480 48682 245 F044A 263.67 ± 20.20 11.16 ± 0.45 13.05 23.62 22.62 6.24E-05 12.49 Y 1,2,5
33277 50692 252 G065A 6.66 ± 1.29 7.75 ± 0.14 5.15 0.86 −0.14 <1.25E-06 −0.84 N 1,2
34017 52711 262 G093A 7.30 ± 1.25 6.56 ± 0.19 5.85 1.11 0.11 <2.39E-06 0.59 N 1,2
34052 53680 264 G059C −0.01 ± 2.90 2.42 ± 0.05 0.00 <3.60 <2.60 <2.33E-05 −0.84 N 1,2
34065 53705 264.1A G059A 8.42 ± 2.65 10.01 ± 0.26 3.18 0.84 −0.16 <2.31E-06 −0.60 N 1,2
34069 53706 264.1B G059B 1.22 ± 1.92 4.28 ± 0.09 0.64 <1.63 <0.63 <3.03E-06 −1.59 N 1,2
35136 55575 1095 F045A 11.36 ± 1.60 9.45 ± 0.19 7.12 1.20 0.20 <2.45E-06 1.19 N 1,2
37288 L 281 K099A 3.77 ± 2.04 2.01 ± 0.10 1.85 <4.93 <3.93 <4.23E-05 0.86 N 1,2
37349 61606 282A K090A −3.24 ± 1.76 4.83 ± 0.09 −1.85 <1.09 <0.09 <5.64E-07 −4.59 N 1,2
L 282B K090B 0.68 ± 2.83 2.93 ± 0.09 0.24 <3.12 <2.12 <2.25E-05 −0.80 N 1,2
38784 62613 290 G062A 3.09 ± 0.97 4.57 ± 0.08 3.17 0.68 −0.32 <1.30E-06 −1.51 N 1,2
40693 69830 302 G022A 10.25 ± 1.17 9.04 ± 0.23 8.76 1.13 0.13 <2.37E-06h 1.02 N 1,4,7
40702 71243 305 F077A 27.65 ± 2.76 24.23 ± 0.43 10.02 1.14 0.14 <1.16E-06 1.22 N 1,2
40843 69897 303 F061A 11.79 ± 2.35 11.10 ± 0.52 5.01 1.06 0.06 <1.99E-06 0.29 N 1,2, (conf.?)
42438 72905 311 G036A 20.72 ± 1.51 8.90 ± 0.18 13.73 2.33 1.33 7.73E-06 7.78 Y 1,2,5
42748 L 319A&B K121AB 4.40 ± 1.89 2.61 ± 0.07 2.32 <3.86 <2.86 <3.80E-05 0.94 N 1,2
43587 75732 324A K060A 8.39 ± 1.66 9.95 ± 0.25 5.04 0.84 −0.16 <1.68E-06 −0.93 N 1,3a,7
L 324B K060B −5.21 ± 2.63 0.86 ± 0.05 −1.98 <9.18 <8.18 <2.29E-04 −2.31 N 1,2
43726 76151 327 G068A 15.25 ± 1.50 6.48 ± 0.11 10.15 2.35 1.35 1.58E-05 5.82 Y 1,2,5
44248 76943 332A&B F040AB 31.07 ± 2.35 27.95 ± 0.58 13.22 1.11 0.11 <9.26E-07 1.29 N 1,2
44722 L 334 K097A 3.00 ± 1.54 2.67 ± 0.08 1.95 <2.86 <1.86 <2.32E-05 0.22 N 1,2
44897 78366 334.2 G094A 6.61 ± 0.95 6.06 ± 0.10 6.95 1.09 0.09 <1.86E-06 0.58 N 1,2
45343 79210 338A K011A 9.52 ± 1.96 10.78 ± 0.51 4.85 0.88 −0.12 <4.96E-06 −0.62 N 1,2
120005 79211 338B K011B 9.58 ± 1.96 12.64 ± 0.45 4.88 0.76 −0.24 <2.77E-06 −1.52 N 1,2
46580 82106 349 K064A 7.19 ± 1.06 5.24 ± 0.09 6.78 1.37 0.37 <6.44E-06 1.83 N 1,2
47592 84117 364 F031A 7.37 ± 1.77 13.98 ± 0.27 4.17 0.53 −0.47 <−2.81E-07 −3.70 N 1,2
48113 84737 368 G086A 8.53 ± 1.68 13.77 ± 0.25 5.08 0.62 −0.38 <−4.88E-08 −3.08 N 1,2
49081 86728 376 G040A 7.96 ± 1.71 11.63 ± 0.24 4.66 0.68 −0.32 <4.59E-07 −2.13 N 1,2
49908 88230 380 K005A 22.57 ± 1.55 25.27 ± 0.54 14.58 0.89 −0.11 <8.05E-07 −1.65 N 1,2
53721 95128 407 G033A 12.11 ± 2.15 15.00 ± 0.28 5.63 0.81 −0.19 <8.27E-07 −1.33 N 1,3a,7
54646 97101 414A K056A 5.77 ± 1.06 4.25 ± 0.99 5.44 1.36 0.36 <8.89E-06 1.04 N 1,2
L 414B K056B 0.46 ± 1.01 3.40 ± 0.18 0.45 <1.03 <0.03 <4.34E-07 −2.87 N 1,2
55846 99491 429A G079A 5.21 ± 2.03 5.43 ± 0.19 2.57 <2.08 <1.08 <4.84E-06 −0.11 N 1,2
55848 99492 429B G079B 2.66 ± 1.85 3.22 ± 0.06 1.44 <2.55 <1.55 <9.22E-06 −0.30 N 1,3a,6
56452 100623 432A K029A 13.58 ± 1.75 10.38 ± 0.18 7.77 1.31 0.31 <4.06E-06 1.82 N 1,2
L 432B K029B 0.99 ± 1.57 0.00 ± 0.00 0.63 <13843. <13842.49 <1.17E-02 0.63 N 1,2
56997 101501 434 G013A 14.01 ± 2.33 14.75 ± 0.28 6.02 0.95 −0.05 <1.78E-06 −0.31 N 1,2
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Table 3
(Continued)
HIP HD GJ UNS Fobs
100a Fstar
100b F sobs100 obs100c F Fobs100 star100d F Fdust100 star100d Ldust/Lstare SNRdust f Dust Setg
(mJy) (mJy) Detec.?
56998 101581 435 K059A 2.61 ± 1.95 4.04 ± 0.10 1.34 <2.09 <1.09 <8.28E-06 −0.74 N 1,2
57443 102365 442A G012A 18.73 ± 2.30 20.35 ± 0.35 8.14 0.92 −0.08 <1.03E-06 −0.69 N 1,4,6
L 442B G012B −1.10 ± 1.94 0.69 ± 0.02 −0.57 <8.45 <7.45 <2.69E-04 −0.92 N 1,2
57507 102438 446 G069A 4.79 ± 1.14 4.86 ± 0.08 4.20 0.98 −0.02 <2.80E-06 −0.07 N 1,2
57757 102870 449 F009A 59.37 ± 4.16 49.01 ± 0.96 14.29 1.21 0.21 <1.46E-06 2.43 N 1,2
57939 103095 451A K028A 6.40 ± 1.18 7.45 ± 0.14 5.42 0.86 −0.14 <1.75E-06 −0.88 N 1,2
58345 103932 453 K034A 7.65 ± 0.99 8.13 ± 0.17 7.73 0.94 −0.06 <2.31E-06 −0.48 N 1,2
59199 105452 455.3 F030A 27.61 ± 2.87 21.63 ± 0.40 9.62 1.28 0.28 <1.39E-06 2.06 N 1,2
61094 L 471 K081A 2.87 ± 1.79 2.26 ± 0.13 1.60 <3.64 <2.64 <3.23E-05 0.34 N 1,2
61174 109085 471.2 F063A 254.27 ± 16.14 16.99 ± 1.39 15.75 14.97 13.97 1.78E-04 14.64 Y 1,2,5
61317 109358 475 G007AB 28.74 ± 2.52 31.44 ± 0.57 11.42 0.91 −0.09 <5.34E-07 −1.05 N 1,2
61901 110315 481 K092A 3.49 ± 2.32 4.06 ± 0.06 1.50 <2.58 <1.58 <1.29E-05 −0.24 N 1,2
62207 110897 484 F050A 59.28 ± 3.98 6.58 ± 0.14 14.88 9.01 8.01 2.37E-05 13.22 Y 1,2,5
62523 111395 486.1 G057A 4.51 ± 1.01 5.58 ± 0.10 4.45 0.81 −0.19 <1.42E-06 −1.04 N 1,2
62687 111631 488 K036A 9.55 ± 2.38 4.96 ± 0.06 4.02 1.92 0.92 <2.50E-05 1.93 N 1,2
64394 114710 502 G010A 22.16 ± 2.08 28.41 ± 0.53 10.66 0.78 −0.22 <−1.45E-09 −2.91 N 1,2
64792 115383 504 G073A 13.15 ± 1.24 12.03 ± 0.25 10.63 1.09 0.09 <1.31E-06 0.89 N 1,3a,6
64924 115617 506 G008A 152.48 ± 10.03 24.48 ± 0.47 15.20 6.23 5.23 2.85E-05 12.75 Y 1,4,5,7
65026 115953 508 L 9.30 ± 1.00 9.38 ± 0.26 9.31 0.99 −0.01 <4.21E-06 −0.08 N 1,2
65352 116442 3781A G050A 4.21 ± 2.19 3.80 ± 0.06 1.92 <2.84 <1.84 <9.15E-06 0.19 N 1,2
65355 116443 3782B G050B 5.34 ± 2.20 3.48 ± 0.06 2.43 <3.44 <2.44 <1.37E-05 0.85 N 1,2
65721 117176 512.1 L 41.04 ± 2.55 20.77 ± 0.42 16.10 1.98 0.98 1.00E-05 7.85 Y 1,3a,5,6
66459 L 519 K041A 1.26 ± 1.63 3.33 ± 0.08 0.77 <1.85 <0.85 <9.60E-06 −1.27 N 1,2
66675 118926 521.1 K109A 6.03 ± 2.90 2.09 ± 0.06 2.08 <7.04 <6.04 <7.42E-05 1.36 N 1,2
67090 L 525 K070A 2.60 ± 1.96 1.88 ± 0.07 1.32 <4.51 <3.51 <4.40E-05 0.36 N 1,2
67275 120136 527A F036A 19.20 ± 3.69 14.47 ± 66.26 5.20 1.33 0.33 <2.48E-06 0.07 N 1,3b,6
67275 L 527B F036B −4.80 ± 4.19 1.28 ± 0.03 −1.14 <9.81 <8.81 <1.37E-04 −1.45 N 1,2
67308 120036 1177A K103A 3.90 ± 1.80 3.04 ± 0.13 2.16 <3.06 <2.06 <2.12E-05 0.47 N 1,2
67308 L 1177B K103B −1.15 ± 1.79 2.72 ± 0.16 −0.64 <1.97 <0.97 <1.00E-05 −2.15 N 1,2
67487 120467 529 K095A 4.25 ± 2.49 4.07 ± 0.07 1.71 <2.87 <1.87 <1.70E-05 0.07 N 1,2
67691 234078 532 K091A 1.14 ± 2.29 2.99 ± 0.11 0.50 <2.68 <1.68 <1.66E-05 −0.81 N 1,2
68184 122064 L K032A 8.61 ± 1.03 9.60 ± 0.18 8.32 0.90 −0.10 <1.41E-06 −0.95 N 1,2
70218 L 546 K096A 2.88 ± 1.59 3.23 ± 0.05 1.82 <2.37 <1.37 <1.31E-05 −0.21 N 1,2
70319 126053 547 G063A 3.29 ± 0.87 5.47 ± 0.08 3.78 0.60 −0.40 <2.97E-07 −2.50 N 1,2
70497 126660 549A F026A 33.29 ± 3.06 29.67 ± 0.57 10.90 1.12 0.12 <1.23E-06 1.17 N 1,2
L 549B F026B 1.23 ± 2.87 1.07 ± 0.06 0.43 <9.18 <8.18 <1.42E-04 0.06 N 1,2
71181 128165 556 K072A 10.53 ± 1.03 5.17 ± 0.07 10.19 2.03 1.03 8.16E-06 5.17 Y 1,2,5
71284 128167 557 F039A 35.52 ± 2.93 16.50 ± 0.31 12.11 2.15 1.15 1.13E-05 6.44 Y 1,2,5
71908 128898 560A A010A 39.53 ± 4.53 35.84 ± 0.78 8.72 1.10 0.10 <7.80E-07 0.80 N 1,2
128898 560B A010B 0.11 ± 3.94 2.70 ± 0.08 0.03 <4.41 <3.41 L −0.66 N 1,2
71957 129502 9491 F062A 35.41 ± 2.65 28.01 ± 1.08 13.37 1.26 0.26 <1.28E-06 2.59 N 1,2
73182 131976 570B K008B 16.86 ± 2.06 18.10 ± 0.51 8.19 0.93 −0.07 <4.30E-06 −0.58 N 1,2
73184 131977 570A K008A 22.06 ± 2.21 23.45 ± 0.43 9.98 0.94 −0.06 <1.64E-06 −0.62 N 1,2
73996 134083 578 F076A 7.36 ± 1.53 11.08 ± 0.21 4.81 0.66 −0.34 <1.95E-07 −2.40 N 1,2
75277 136923 L G101A 5.02 ± 2.11 3.14 ± 0.05 2.37 <3.62 <2.62 <1.22E-05 0.89 N 1,2
76779 139763 L K126A 3.99 ± 2.17 2.57 ± 0.06 1.84 <4.08 <3.08 <3.07E-05 0.65 N 1,2
77257 141004 598 G019A 27.85 ± 2.22 25.50 ± 0.48 12.54 1.09 0.09 <1.20E-06 1.03 N 1,2
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Table 3
(Continued)
HIP HD GJ UNS Fobs
100a Fstar
100b F sobs100 obs100c F Fobs100 star100d F Fdust100 star100d Ldust/Lstare SNRdust f Dust Setg
(mJy) (mJy) Detec.?
77760 142373 602 G052A 19.76 ± 2.20 23.12 ± 0.41 9.00 0.85 −0.15 <4.92E-07 −1.50 N 1,2
78072 142860 603 F011A 33.54 ± 2.82 35.05 ± 0.64 11.89 0.96 −0.04 <5.49E-07 −0.52 N 1,2
78459 143761 606.2 G064A 7.50 ± 1.87 11.16 ± 0.20 4.02 0.67 −0.33 <6.25E-07 −1.95 N 1,3a,6
78775 144579 611A K098A 3.29 ± 1.17 5.18 ± 0.07 2.82 <1.31 <0.31 <1.49E-06 −1.61 N 1,2
L 611B K098B -1.09 ± 1.40 0.16 ± 0.00 −0.78 <25.81 <24.81 <4.62E-04 −0.89 N 1,2
79248 145675 614 L 3.79 ± 0.76 5.30 ± 0.07 5.01 0.72 −0.28 <6.79E-07 −1.99 N 1,3a,6
79755 147379 617A K039A 0.24 ± 3.51 4.74 ± 0.05 0.07 <2.27 <1.27 <1.34E-05 −1.28 N 1,2
79762 L 617B K039B 6.25 ± 3.81 2.76 ± 0.11 1.64 <6.39 <5.39 <1.03E-04 0.92 N 1,2
80725 148653 L L 2.78 ± 0.81 4.68 ± 0.11 3.43 0.59 −0.41 <6.48E-07 −2.31 N 1,2
82003 151288 638 K031A 4.43 ± 1.80 5.72 ± 0.32 2.46 <1.72 <0.72 <5.99E-06 −0.70 N 1,2
83389 154345 651 G088A 3.80 ± 0.84 4.07 ± 0.06 4.53 0.93 −0.07 <2.41E-06 −0.32 N 1,3a,6
83990 154577 656 K080A 11.45 ± 3.29 3.83 ± 0.06 3.48 2.99 1.99 <2.75E-05 2.32 N 1,2
84862 157214 672 G035A 12.21 ± 1.37 12.15 ± 0.21 8.88 1.00 0.00 <1.29E-06 0.04 N 1,2
85235 158633 675 K062A 34.66 ± 3.03 6.29 ± 0.09 11.46 5.51 4.51 3.05E-05 9.37 Y 1,2,5
85295 157881 673 K021A 10.01 ± 1.98 9.99 ± 0.45 5.04 1.00 0.00 <5.78E-06 0.01 N 1,2
86796 160691 691 G047 14.35 ± 2.40 15.07 ± 0.30 5.99 0.95 −0.05 <1.60E-06 −0.30 N 1,3a,7
88601 165341 702A K007A 35.76 ± 3.75 37.59 ± 0.89 9.54 0.95 −0.05 <1.20E-06 −0.48 N 1,2
88601 165341 702A K007B 29.53 ± 3.46 27.82 ± 4.88 8.53 1.06 0.06 <2.09E-06 0.29 N 1,2
88972 166620 706 K044A 7.46 ± 1.22 8.35 ± 0.13 6.09 0.89 −0.11 <1.87E-06 −0.72 N 1,2
89042 165499 705.1 G075A 11.06 ± 1.38 9.81 ± 0.18 8.02 1.13 0.13 <1.88E-06 0.90 N 1,2
89211 166348 707 K068A 11.30 ± 2.79 3.76 ± 0.06 4.05 3.00 2.00 <4.02E-05 2.70 N 1,2
91009 234677 719 L 6.87 ± 0.87 5.47 ± 0.08 7.93 1.25 0.25 <7.06E-06 1.60 N 1,2
92043 173667 725.2 F073 26.53 ± 2.53 23.91 ± 0.44 10.50 1.11 0.11 <1.16E-06 1.02 N 1,2
95149 181321 755 G091A 4.67 ± 2.60 4.30 ± 0.06 1.80 <2.90 <1.90 <7.04E-06 0.14 N 1,2
95995 184467 762.1 L 3.64 ± 0.78 6.40 ± 0.10 4.64 0.57 −0.43 <−3.60E-07 −3.49 N 1,2
96100 185144 764 G003 32.10 ± 2.66 31.55 ± 0.52 12.08 1.02 0.02 <1.32E-06 0.20 N 1,2
97944 188088 770 L 9.86 ± 1.05 11.23 ± 0.42 9.37 0.88 −0.12 <1.11E-06 −1.21 N 1,2
98698 190007 775 K063A 4.99 ± 1.89 5.39 ± 0.07 2.63 <1.98 <0.98 <7.46E-06 −0.21 N 1,2
98959 189567 776 G077A 4.64 ± 0.90 6.38 ± 0.12 5.15 0.73 −0.27 <5.68E-07 −1.92 N 1,2, (4?,6?)
99240 190248 780 L 69.14 ± 2.28 70.31 ± 3.59 30.28 0.98 −0.02 <3.32E-07 −0.28 N 1,2
99701 191849 784 K012A 19.42 ± 2.95 10.63 ± 0.43 6.59 1.83 0.83 <2.03E-05 2.95 N 1,2
99825 192310 785 K027A 10.99 ± 1.98 14.45 ± 0.54 5.56 0.76 −0.24 <9.31E-07 −1.69 N 1,4,7
100925 194640 790 G098A 4.87 ± 2.37 4.36 ± 0.06 2.05 <2.75 <1.75 <7.27E-06 0.21 N 1,2
101955 196795 795 L 4.12 ± 1.00 6.20 ± 0.14 4.10 0.66 −0.34 <1.46E-06 −2.06 N 1,2
101997 196761 796 G037A 4.75 ± 1.10 5.93 ± 0.10 4.34 0.80 −0.20 <1.55E-06 −1.07 N 1,2
102186 196877 798 K057A −2.81 ± 1.80 3.01 ± 0.13 −1.56 <1.79 <0.79 <7.88E-06 −3.22 N 1,2
102485 197692 805 F027A 25.15 ± 2.90 23.18 ± 0.43 8.67 1.08 0.08 <1.14E-06 0.67 N 1,2
104092 200779 818 K116A 2.73 ± 2.24 3.55 ± 0.06 1.22 <2.67 <1.67 <1.49E-05 −0.36 N 1,2
104214 201091 820A K002A 47.22 ± 3.80 51.64 ± 1.28 12.42 0.91 −0.09 <1.14E-06 −1.10 N 1,2
104217 201092 820B K002B 35.78 ± 3.37 43.53 ± 0.99 10.61 0.82 −0.18 <6.09E-07 −2.20 N 1,2
104440 L 818.1 C F079C −0.19 ± 2.55 0.22 ± 0.00 −0.07 <35.24 <34.24 <6.39E-04 −0.16 N 1,2
105090 202560 825 K004A 31.44 ± 2.92 31.23 ± 0.55 10.75 1.01 0.01 <3.44E-06 0.07 N 1,2
105858 203608 827 F007A 31.43 ± 2.66 27.68 ± 0.50 11.82 1.14 0.14 <1.27E-06 1.39 N 1,2
106696 205390 833 K101A 4.75 ± 1.17 4.40 ± 0.07 4.06 1.08 0.08 <5.02E-06 0.31 N 1,2
107350 206860 836.7 G080A 16.38 ± 1.31 6.14 ± 0.12 12.48 2.67 1.67 9.43E-06 7.77 Y 1,2,5
107649 207129 838 G053A 343.95 ± 19.86 8.82 ± 0.19 17.32 38.99 37.99 9.85E-05 16.88 Y 1,2,5
108870 209100 845 K003A 57.59 ± 3.43 59.08 ± 1.19 16.78 0.97 −0.03 <1.05E-06 −0.41 N 1,2
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Table 3
(Continued)
HIP HD GJ UNS Fobs
100a Fstar
100b F sobs100 obs100c F Fobs100 star100d F Fdust100 star100d Ldust/Lstare SNRdust f Dust Setg
(mJy) (mJy) Detec.?
109422 210302 849.1 F064A 11.37 ± 2.08 11.97 ± 0.33 5.46 0.95 −0.05 <1.26E-06 −0.29 N 1,2
110443 211970 1267 K076A 4.04 ± 1.97 2.82 ± 0.06 2.05 <3.52 <2.52 <2.78E-05 0.62 N 1,2
111960 214749 868 K077A −1.77 ± 1.89 4.20 ± 0.08 −0.94 <1.35 <0.35 <2.82E-06 −3.15 N 1,2
112447 215648 872A F043A 25.45 ± 2.83 28.50 ± 0.57 8.98 0.89 −0.11 <5.82E-07 −1.05 N 1,2
L 872B F043B −1.46 ± 2.45 1.06 ± 0.02 −0.60 <6.92 <5.92 <1.10E-04 −1.03 N 1,2
112774 216133 875 K088A 2.63 ± 1.99 1.96 ± 0.10 1.32 <4.39 <3.39 <4.24E-05 0.34 N 1,2
113283 216803 879 K019A 11.13 ± 2.17 12.55 ± 0.21 5.12 0.89 −0.11 <3.04E-06 −0.65 N 1,2
113421 217107 L G102AB 2.79 ± 1.85 6.20 ± 0.11 1.50 <1.35 <0.35 <1.39E-06 −1.84 N 1,3a,7
113576 217357 884 K022A 9.71 ± 1.19 7.87 ± 0.13 8.15 1.23 0.23 <7.26E-06 1.53 N 1,2
114361 218511 1279 K114A 16.59 ± 2.58 3.11 ± 0.18 6.43 5.34 4.34 3.71E-05 5.21 Y 1,2,5
116215 221503 898 K112A 2.48 ± 2.13 3.11 ± 0.05 1.16 <2.86 <1.86 <1.78E-05 −0.30 N 1,2
116745 222237 902 K052A 4.96 ± 1.07 6.16 ± 0.09 4.62 0.81 −0.19 <2.22E-06 −1.11 N 1,2
116763 222335 902.1 G087A 2.87 ± 2.02 3.22 ± 0.06 1.42 <2.77 <1.77 <8.64E-06 −0.17 N 1,2
116771 222368 904 F021A 43.60 ± 3.29 29.41 ± 0.64 13.25 1.48 0.48 8.21E-07 4.24 Y 1,2,5
120005 79211 338B K011B 9.58 ± 1.96 12.64 ± 0.45 4.88 0.76 −0.24 <2.77E-06 −1.52 N 1,2
26976 166B&C K006BC 1.01 ± 1.86 3.31 ± 0.17 0.54 <1.99 <0.99 <1.99E-05 −1.24 N 1,2
Notes.
a Observed PACS ﬂux at 100 μm with 1σ uncertainty (sobs100).
b Estimated photospheric prediction at 100 μm with 1σ uncertainty (sstar100).
c Stars with signiﬁcant detected emission have F s > 3.obs100 obs100
d Observed ﬂux ratio (F Fobs
100
star
100) and dust excess ﬂux ratio (F Fdust
100
star
100, where F = -F Fdust obs100 star100). In both cases, the 3σ upper limits (preceded by “<” symbol) are given for stars without signiﬁcant detected emission
and are calculated assuming the observed ﬂux is s+F 3obs100 obs100, for stars with s< <F0 3obs100 obs100 , and 3sobs100, for stars with s <F 0obs100 obs100 .
e Fractional luminosity of the dust excess emission. For stars with excess detections (SNR > 3dust ), the fractional luminosity is calculated following Kennedy et al. (2012a, 2012b). For stars with excess nondetections
(SNR < 3dust ), the 3σ upper limit to the fractional luminosity is calculated from = ---( ) ( )F F FLL TT ee
4 1
1 obs
100
star
100
star
100
star star
x
x
dust dust dust
star following Equation (4) in Beichman et al. (2006) and assuming the observed ﬂux is
s+F 3obs100 obs100, for stars with s >F 0obs100 obs100 , and 3sobs100, for stars with s <F 0obs100 obs100 . In this expression, = nx hkT , where ν is the frequency corresponding to 100 μm, =T Tstar eff is the effective stellar photospheric
temperature, and Tdust is assumed to be 50 K (as in Eiroa et al. 2013).
f Signal-to-noise ratio of the excess emission, given by SNR =
s s
-
+
F F
dust
obs
100
star
100
obs
1002
star
1002
.
g For label information, see Table 1. Systems that may be subject to confusion are labeled as “(conf.?).” The “set” classiﬁcations of the systems with unconﬁrmed planetary systems—namely, HIP 16537 (= ϵ Eri), HIP
8102 (= τ Cet), and HIP 98959—are indicated in parentheses.
h Note that this upper limit is based on the nondetection at 100 μm; this star, however, has an excess emission at 8–35 μm with an inferred fractional luminosity of Ldust/Lstar = 2·10
−4 (Lisse et al. 2007).
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Table 4
Planetary System Propertiesa
HIP HD GJ UNS Planet Mplsin(i) a e Rdust Set Ref.
b
Name (MJup) (AU) (AU)
3093 3651 27 K045A b 0.229 0.29 0.60 L 3a,6 (1)
7513 9826 61 F020A b 0.669 0.06 0.01 L 3a,7 (2)
7513 9826 61 F020A c 1.919 0.83 0.22 L 3a,7 (2)
7513 9826 61 F020A d 4.116 2.52 0.27 L 3a,7 (2)
7978 10647 3109 F051A b 0.925 2.02 0.16 40.3 ± 5.9 3a,6 (3)
12653 17051 108 F046A b 2.047 0.92 0.14 L 3a,6 (3)
15510 20794 139 G005A b 0.008 0.12 0.00 16.5 ± 7.5 4,7 (4)
15510 20794 139 G005A c 0.007 0.20 0.00 16.5 ± 7.5 4,7 (4)
15510 20794 139 G005A d 0.015 0.35 0.00 16.5 ± 7.5 4,7 (4)
26394 39091 9189 G085A b 10.088 3.35 0.64 51.3 ± 30.2 3a,6 (3)
27887 40307 L K065A c 0.021 0.08 0.00 L 4,7 (5)
27887 40307 L K065A d 0.028 0.13 0.00 L 4,7 (5)
27887 40307 L K065A b 0.013 0.05 0.00 L 4,7 (5)
40693 69830 302 G022A c 0.037 0.19 0.13 L 4,7 (6)
40693 69830 302 G022A d 0.056 0.63 0.07 L 4,7 (6)
40693 69830 302 G022A b 0.032 0.08 0.10 L 4,7 (6)
43587 75732 324A K060A e 0.026 0.02 0.00 L 3a,7 (7)
43587 75732 324A K060A f 0.173 0.77 0.32 L 3a,7 (7)
43587 75732 324A K060A b 0.801 0.11 0.00 L 3a,7 (7)
43587 75732 324A K060A d 3.545 5.47 0.02 L 3a,7 (7)
43587 75732 324A K060A c 0.165 0.24 0.07 L 3a,7 (7)
53721 95128 407 G033A c 0.546 3.57 0.10 L 3a,7 (8)
53721 95128 407 G033A b 2.546 2.10 0.03 L 3a,7 (8)
55848 99492 429B G079B b 0.106 0.12 0.25 L 3a,6 (3)
57443 102365 442A G012A b 0.051 0.46 0.34 L 4,6 (9)
64924 115617 506 G008A b 0.016 0.05 0.12 15.9 ± 1.5 4,7 (10)
64924 115617 506 G008A c 0.033 0.22 0.14 15.9 ± 1.5 4,7 (10)
64924 115617 506 G008A d 0.072 0.47 0.35 15.9 ± 1.5 4,7 (10)
65721 117176 512.1 b 7.461 0.48 0.40 14.0 3a,6 (3)
67275 120136 527A F036A b 4.130 0.05 0.02 L 3b,6 (11)
78459 143761 606.2 G064A b 1.064 0.23 0.06 L 3a,6 (3)
79248 145675 614 b 5.215 2.93 0.37 L 3a,6 (12)
83389 154345 651 G088A b 0.957 4.21 0.04 L 3a,6 (13)
86796 160691 691 G047 b 1.746 1.53 0.13 L 3a,7 (14)
86796 160691 691 G047 e 0.543 0.94 0.07 L 3a,7 (14)
86796 160691 691 G047 c 1.889 5.34 0.10 L 3a,7 (14)
86796 160691 691 G047 d 0.035 0.09 0.17 L 3a,7 (14)
99825 192310 785 K027A c 0.074 1.18 0.32 L 4,7 (4)
99825 192310 785 K027A b 0.053 0.32 0.13 L 4,7 (4)
113421 217107 L G102AB c 2.615 5.33 0.52 L 3a,7 (2)
113421 217107 L G102AB b 1.401 0.08 0.13 L 3a,7 (2)
Unconﬁrmed Planetary Systemsc
16537 22049 144 K001A b 1.054 3.38 0.25 36.0 3a,6 (15)
8102 10700 71 G002A b 0.0063 0.105 0.16 8.5 4,7 (16)
8102 10700 71 G002A c 0.0097 0.195 0.03 8.5 4,7 (16)
8102 10700 71 G002A d 0.011 0.374 0.08 8.5 4,7 (16)
8102 10700 71 G002A e 0.013 0.552 0.05 8.5 4,7 (16)
8102 10700 71 G002A f 0.02 1.35 0.03 8.5 4,7 (16)
98959 189567 776 G077A b 0.0316 0.11 0.23 L 3a,6 (17)
Notes.
a Planetary system properties from http://exoplanets.org.
b Orbit references are (1) Wittenmyer et al. (2009), (2) Wright et al. (2009), (3) Butler et al. (2006), (4) Pepe et al. (2011), (5) Mayor et al. (2009), (6) Lovis et al.
(2006), (7) Endl et al. (2012), (8) Gregory et al. (2010), (9) Tinney et al. (2011), (10) Vogt et al. (2010), (11) Brogi et al. (2012), (12) Wittenmyer et al. (2007),
(13) Wright et al. (2008), (14) Pepe et al. (2007), (15) Hatzes et al. (2000), (16) Tuomi et al. (2013), and (17) Mayor et al. (2011).
c Unconﬁrmed planetary systems are HD 22049 (ϵ Eri), HD 10700 (τ Cet), and HD 189567.
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emission is a good tracer of the cold KB-like dust, and we will
use it as our reference wavelength. The analysis presented in
this paper is limited to cold KB-like debris disks (where cold
refers to debris disks detected at 70–100 μm); we are not
including the warm debris disks identiﬁed by Spitzer at 24 μm
and with no excess at 70 μm (under this category there is only
one planet-bearing star, HD 69830).
Note that there are several targets harboring debris disks and/
or planets that were observed with Spitzer but were not
observed by the Herschel DEBRIS and DUNES surveys
because of their high level of background emission.
2.6. Sets 6 and 7: Single-/Multiple-planet Sample
Set 6 is the subset of stars from Set 1 known as of August
2014 to harbor single-planet systems, whereasSet 7 is the
subset of stars with multiple known planets.
2.7. Sets 1y–5y and 1o–5o: Young/Old Samples
If debris disks evolve with time, and the samples compared
have different age distributions, this will introduce a bias in our
analysis. We therefore divide the samples into stars younger
than 1 Gyr (labeled as Sets 1y–5y) and stars older than 1 Gyr
(Sets 1o–5o; our sample has no hot Jupiters in Set 3o), limiting
the comparison to sets of similar ages (i.e., within the o or y
groups). We ﬁnd that the distribution of ages in the samples
considered (Figure 2) show that planet-bearing stars (Sets 3
and 4) tend to be older on average than the stars in the no-
planet sample (Set 2); this is because Gyr-old stars have low
magnetic activity, implying lower levels of radial velocity jitter
that facilitate the Doppler studies. While this might result in
planet-bearing stars having fewer debris detections if debris
levels decrease with age, Figure 2 shows little evidence for
evolution in disk detectability with time, and this is discussed
further in Section 3.1.
2.8. Sets 1h and 1l: High-/Low-metallicity Samples
To explore the role of stellar metallicity, we divide Set 1 into
two subsamples, a high-metallicity sample (Set 1h) and a low-
metallicity sample (Set 1l), using the midpoint of the
metallicity distribution of Set 1, [Fe/H] = −0.12, as the
dividing value.
3. DEBRIS DISK FREQUENCY AND DUST FLUX RATIO
The observed debris disk frequencies are listed in
Tables 5–7. Due to the small sample size, the statistical
uncertainties are calculated using a binomial distribution
rather than the N Poisson uncertainty (see the appendix of
Burgasser et al. 2003). Table 5 shows that the control sample
(Set 1) has a debris disk frequency of 0.14+-0.030.02, similar to
that found by the Spitzer surveys at 70 μm (Hillenbrand et al.
2008; Trilling et al. 2008; Carpenter et al. 2009). This result
is also in agreement with Gaspar et al. (2013) whofound a
Spitzer incidence rate of 17.5% within the DUNES sample.
3.1. Dependence on Stellar Age
If debris disks evolve with time, and the samples compared
have different age distributions within the decay timescale, this
will introduce a bias in the comparison of the debris disk
frequencies and dust ﬂux ratios. As mentioned above, Figure 2
indicates that planet-bearing stars (Sets 3 and 4) tend to be
older on average than the stars in the control samples because
they are preferentially targeted by the Doppler studies.
To test for disk evolution, we divide the samples into stars
with ages 0.1–1 Gyr (labeled as Sets 1y–5y) and stars older
than 1 Gyr (Sets 1o–5o). We then compare the disk frequencies
and dust ﬂux ratios in the young and old samples, Sets 2y and
2o (lines 9 and 14 in Table 5). We do this exercise in the no-
planet sample to minimize the effect of planet presence, as the
goal is to check for disk evolution alone. Comparing Set 2y
(with a disk frequency of 7/46 = 0.15) and Set 2o (with a disk
frequency of 16/126 = 0.13) and using a binomial distribution,
we ﬁnd that detecting sevenor more disks in Set 2y, when the
expected detection rate is 0.13 (taking Set 2o as reference, i.e.,
the expected number of disk detections is 0.13·46), is a 39%
probability event (24% if including the unconﬁrmed planetary
systems—Table 8, lines 1 and 2). This probability is not low
enough to claim that the higher incidence rate in the young
sample compared to the old sample is signiﬁcant .
The latter, however, does not take into account the
uncertainty in the expected rate of the reference sample (in
this case, Set 2o). The Fisher exact test is more appropriate in
this regard. To carry out this test, we classify the stars in the
Figure 1. Distribution of distances. Top: stars without known planets (Set 2).
Middle: the line-ﬁlled colored histograms correspond to the high-mass planet
sample (Set 3; in red, with hatching from the top left to the bottom right), low-
mass planet sample (Set 4; in green, with vertical hatching), and debris disk
sample (Set 5; in blue, with hatching from the top right to the bottom left).
Bottom: cumulative fraction of distances (same color code as above).
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two samples in two categories regarding disk presence: stars
with disks (SNR > 3dust ) and without disks (SNR < 3dust ).
The null hypothesis in this case is that both sets (2y and 2o) are
equally likely to harbor disks. The test gives a 60% probability
to ﬁnd the observed arrangement of the data if the null
hypothesis were true (Table 8, lines 3 and 4). Note that the
Fisher exact test can only reject the null hypothesis, never
prove it true. The Fisher exact test in this case does not identify
any evolution in disk frequency within the timescale
considered.
A variable that is commonly used to characterize the strength
of the disk emission is the dust ﬂux ratio, ( -F F F)obs100 star100 star100,
where Fobs
100 is the observed ﬂux at 100 μm and Fstar
100 is the
expected photospheric value at that wavelength. Table 3 lists
the observed dust ﬂux ratio for all the stars in our study. The 3σ
upper limits (preceded by a “<” symbol) are given for stars
without signiﬁcant detected emission and are calculated
assuming the observed ﬂux is s+F 3obs100 obs100, for stars with
s< <F0 3obs100 obs100 , and 3sobs100, for stars with s <F 0obs100 obs100 .
Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of the dust ﬂux
ratio, whereasFigure 4 shows its dependency with stellar age.
To assess quantitatively whether the data showa decay with
time, we carry out survival analysis. This is favored over the
K–S test because the latter does not deal with upper limits, and
a signiﬁcant number of the targeted stars have s <F 3100 100
(see Table 3 and down-facing arrows in Figure 4). Using
ASURV 1.2 (Lavalley et al. 1992), which implements the
survival analysis methods of Feigelson & Nelson (1985), we
carried out the univariate, nonparametric two-sample Gehan,
logrank, and Peto–Prentice tests to compute the probability that
Sets 1y and 1o have been drawn from the same parent
distribution with respect to the dust ﬂux ratio. The results are
listed in Table 8, line 5. The logrank test is more sensitive to
differences at low values of the variable (i.e., near the upper
limits), whereasthe Gehan test is more sensitive to differences
at the high end (i.e., at the detections; Feigelson &
Nelson 1985). The Peto–Prentice test is preferred when the
upper limits dominate and the sizes of the samples to be
compared differ. The probabilities are not low enough to claim
deﬁnitively that the two sets have been drawn from different
distributions in terms of the dust ﬂux ratio. However, given that
they are in the 3–11% range to assess the role of planet
presence, we will take the conservative approach of limiting the
comparison of disk frequencies and dust ﬂux ratios to stars with
ages >1Gyr (i.e., within Set 1o).
3.2. Dependence on Planet Presence
3.2.1. High-mass Planets
To assess the effect of high-mass planets on the presence of
debris disks, we compare the disk frequencies in Set 3o (3/
Figure 2. Distribution of stellar ages. Top: stars without known planets (Set 2).
Middle: the line-ﬁlled colored histograms correspond to the high-mass planet
sample (Set 3; in red, with hatching from the top left to the bottom right), low-
mass planet sample (Set 4; in green, with vertical hatching) and debris disk
sample (Set 5; in blue, with hatching from the top right to the bottom left).
Bottom: cumulative distribution of stellar ages (same color code as above).
Table 5
Debris Disk Frequency (at 100 μm)
Excluding Unconﬁrmed
Planetsa
Including Unconﬁrmed
Planetsa
Set No . of Excesses
No . of Stars
Excess
Frequencyb
No . of Excesses
No . of Stars
Excess
Frequencyb
(at 100 μm) (at 100 μm)
1 1 29/204 0.14+-0.030.02 29/204 0.14+-0.030.02
2 2 24/182 0.13+-0.030.02 22/179 0.12+-0.030.02
3 3a,b 3/16 0.19+-0.130.06 4/17 0.23+-0.130.07
4 4 2/6 0.33+-0.210.13 3/8 0.37+-0.180.13
5 5 29/29 K 29/29 K
6 6 3/12 0.25+-0.150.08 4/14 0.29+-0.140.09
7 7 2/10 0.20+-0.170.07 3/11 0.27+-0.160.09
8 1y 7/48 0.15+-0.070.04 7/48 0.15+-0.070.04
9 2y 7/46 0.15+-0.070.04 7/46 0.15+-0.070.04
10 3aby 0/2 0 0/2 0
11 4y 0/0 L 0/0 L
12 5y 7/7 K 7/7 K
13 1o 21/146 0.14+-0.030.02 21/146 0.14+-0.030.02
14 2o 16/126 0.13+-0.030.02 14/123 0.11+-0.040.02
15 3abo 3/14 0.21+-0.140.07 4/15 0.27+-0.140.08
16 4o 2/6 0.33+-0.210.13 3/8 0.37+-0.180.13
17 5o 21/21 K 21/21 K
18 6o 3/10 0.30+-0.170.10 4/12 0.33+-0.150.10
19 7o 2/10 0.20+-0.170.07 3/11 0.27+-0.160.09
Notes.
a Unconﬁrmed planetary systems are HD 22049 (ϵ Eri), HD 10700 (τ Cet),
and HD 189567.
b The statistical uncertainties are calculated using a binomial distribution.
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14= 0.21) and Set 2o (16/126= 0.13), limiting, for the reasons
explained above, the comparison to the stars older than 1 Gyr.
Using a binomial distribution, we ﬁnd that detecting threeor
more disks in Set 3o when the expected detection rate is 0.13
(taking Set 2o as reference, i.e., the expected number of disk
detections is 0.13·14) is a 27% event; the probability drops to
9% if including the unconﬁrmed planetary systems (Table 8,
lines 9 and 10). Based on these numbers, there is no evidence
that debris disks are more common around stars harboring high-
mass planets compared to the average population, in agreement
with previous studies based on Spitzer observations (Moro-
Martín et al. 2007a; Bryden et al. 2009; Kóspál et al. 2009).
Classifying the stars in both samples (Sets 2o and 3o) into
stars with and without disksand using the Fisher exact test, we
ﬁnd that there is a 41% probability to ﬁnd the observed
arrangement of the data if the null hypothesis were true, where
the null hypothesis in this case is that the stars with at least one
giant planet (Set 3o) and the stars without known-planet
planets (Set 2o) are equally likely to harbor disks. This
probability is 11% if including the unconﬁrmed planetary
systems (Table 8, lines 11 and 12). The Fisher exact test,
therefore, does not identify any correlation between debris disk
frequency and high-mass planet presence. To test how different
the disk frequencies would have to be for a correlation to be
identiﬁed by the Fisher exact test, we carry out the test using
Set 2o and a hypothetical Set 3o, varying in the latter the
number of stars with and without disks: we ﬁnd that the disk
frequency for Set 3o would have to be about 2.8 times higher
than in Set 2o. The identiﬁcation of smaller differences in disk
frequencies by the Fisher exact test is limited by low-number
statistics.
Using survival analysis, we address whether the dust ﬂux
ratio, F Fdust
100
star, is affected by the presence of high-mass
planets. Figures 5 and 6 show the distribution of the dust ﬂux
ratio. The results from survival analysis (Table 8—lines 15 and
16) indicate that there is a high probability that the high-mass
planet sample (Set 3o) and the no-planet sample (Set 2o) have
been drawn from the same population in terms of the dust ﬂux
ratio at 100 μm (and the result holds if we include the
unconﬁrmed planetary systems). The data do not show
evidence that the disks around high-mass planet-bearing stars
harbor more dust than those without known planets but with
similar stellar characteristics.
3.2.2. Low-mass Planets
We now repeat the exercise above for the low-mass planet
sample, comparing the disk frequency in Set 4o (2/6 = 0.33) to
that in Set 2o (16/126 = 0.13). Using a binomial distribution,
we ﬁnd that detecting two or more disks in Set 4o when the
expected number of disk detections is 0.13·6 (taking Set 2o as
Table 6
Dependence with Stellar Metallicity
Set No. of Stars No. with No. with No. with
in Set High-mass Planetsa Low-mass Planetsa Debris Disks
(>30 MÅ) (<30 MÅ) (at 100 μm)
1l ([Fe/H] ⩽ −0.12) 61 1 3 (5) 9
1h ([Fe/H] > −0.12) 75 14 (15) 3 17
Notes.
a Excluding unconﬁrmed planetary systems around HD 22049 (ϵ Eri), HD 10700 (τ Cet), and HD 189567. The parenthesis shows the result when including these
three planetary systems.
Table 7
Debris Disk Frequency (at 100 μm) as a Function of Spectral Type
Totala F-typea G-typea K-typea
Set No . of Excesses
No . of stars
Excess
Frequencyb
No . of Excesses
No . of stars
Excess
Frequencyb
No . of Excesses
No . of stars
Excess
Frequencyb
No . of Excesses
No . of stars
Excess
Frequencyb
(at 100 μm) (at 100 μm) (at 100 μm) (at 100 μm)
1 1 29/204 0.14+-0.030.02 10/46 0.22+-0.070.05 11/61 0.18+-0.060.04 8/97 0.08+-0.040.02
2 2 24/182 0.13+-0.030.02 9/42 0.21+-0.080.12 7/48 0.15+-0.060.04 8/92 0.09+-0.040.02
3 3a,b 3/16 0.19+-0.130.06 1/4 0.25+-0.250.10 2/9 0.22+-0.180.08 0/3 0
4 4 2/6 0.33+-0.210.13 0/0 L 2/4 0.5+-0.20.2 0/2 0
5 5 29/29 K 10/10 K 11/11 K 8/8 K
6 1o 21/146 0.14+-0.030.02 8/33 0.24+-0.090.06 7/49 0.14+-0.060.04 6/64 0.09+-0.050.02
7 2o 16/126 0.13+-0.030.02 7/30 0.23+-0.090.06 3/37 0.08+-0.060.03 6/59 0.10+-0.030.04
8 3abo 3/14 0.21+-0.140.07 1/3 0.33+-0.290.14 2/8 0.25+-0.190.09 0/3 0
9 4o 2/6 0.33+-0.210.13 0/0 L 2/4 0.5+-0.20.2 0/2 0
10 5o 21/21 K 8/8 K 7/7 K 6/6 K
Notes.
a Excluding unconﬁrmed planetary systems around HD 22049 (ϵ Eri), HD 10700 (τ Cet), and HD 189567.
b The statistical uncertainties are calculated using a binomial distribution.
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Table 8
Results from the Statistical Tests
Unconf. Variable Set Ab Set Bb Gehanc Log- Peto– K–Sd Fischer’se Poissonf Binomialg
Planetary NA
tot(NA
upl) NA
tot(NA
upl) Rankc Prenticec Test Exact Dist. Dist.
Systemsa Test
Effect of Stellar Age on Disk Frequency and Flux Ratio
1 N Disk frequency Set 2o Set 2y L L L L L 0.39 0.39
2 Y Disk frequency Set 2o Set 2y L L L L L 0.25 0.24
3 N Disk presence
i Set 2o Set 2y L L L L 0.62 L L
4 Y Disk presence
i Set 2o Set 2y L L L L 0.60 L L
5 L Fdust/F* Set 1o Set 1y 0.10 0.03 0.11 L L L L
L L 146(40) 48(18) L L L L L L L
6 N Disk frequency Set 2oo Set 2oy L L L L L 0.37 0.36
7 N Disk presence
i Set 2oo Set 2oy L L L L 0.82 L L
8 L Fdust/F* Set 1oo Set 1oy 0.20 0.11 0.12 L L L L
L L 71(18) 121(39) L L L L L L L
Effect of High-mass Planet Presence on Disk Frequency and Flux Ratio
9 N Disk frequency Set 2o Set 3o L L L L L 0.25 0.27
10 Y Disk frequency Set 2o Set 3o L L L L L 0.07 0.09
11 N Disk presence
i Set 2o Set 3o L L L L 0.41 L L
12 Y Disk presence
i Set 2o Set 3o L L L L 0.11 L L
13 N Fdust/F* Set 2 Set 3 0.67 0.40 0.49 L L L L
L 182(62) 16(3) L L L L L L
14 Y Fdust/F* Set 2 Set 3 0.82 0.91 0.99 L L L L
179(62) 17(3) L L L L L L L
15 N Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 3o 0.56 0.59 0.48 L L L L
L L 126(37) 14(3) L L L L L L L
16 Y Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 3o 0.92 0.82 0.87 L L L L
L L 123(37) 15(3) L L L L L L L
Effect of Low-mass Planet Presence on Disk Frequency and Flux Ratio
17 N Disk frequency Set 2o Set 4o L L L L L 0.18 0.18
18 Y Disk frequency Set 2o Set 4o L L L L L 0.06 0.05
19 N Disk presence
i Set 2o Set 4o L L L L 0.19 L L
20 Y Disk presence
i Set 2o Set 4o L L L L 0.07 L L
21 N Fdust/F* Set 2 Set 4 0.29 0.31 0.34 L L L L
L L 182(62) 6(0) L L L L L L L
22 Y Fdust/F* Set 2 Set 4 0.32 0.48 0.36 L L L L
L L 179(62) 8(0) L L L L L
23 N Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 4o 0.20 0.22 0.23 L L L L
L L 126(37) 6(0) L L L L L L L
24 Y Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 4o 0.23 0.38 0.25 L L L L
L L 123(37) 8(0) L L L L L L L
Effect of Planet Multiplicity on Disk Frequency and Flux Ratio
25 N Disk frequency Set 6o Set 7o L L L L L 0.80 0.85
26 Y Disk frequency Set 6o Set 7o L L L L L 0.70 0.76
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Table 8
(Continued)
Unconf. Variable Set Ab Set Bb Gehanc Log- Peto– K–Sd Fischer’se Poissonf Binomialg
Planetary NA
tot(NA
upl) NA
tot(NA
upl) Rankc Prenticec Test Exact Dist. Dist.
Systemsa Test
27 N Disk presence
i Set 6o Set 7o L L L L 1.0 L L
28 Y Disk presence
i Set 6o Set 7o L L L L 1.0 L L
29 N Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 6o 0.78 0.57 0.62 L L L L
L 126(37) 10(2) L L L L L L L
30 Y Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 6o 0.92 0.63 0.78 L L L L
123(37) 12(2) L L L L L L
31 N Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 7o 0.57 0.42 0.57 L L L L
L 126(37) 10(1) L L L L L L L
32 Y Fdust/F* Set 2o Set 7o 0.30 0.27 0.31 L L L L
L 123(37) 11(1) L L L L L L
33 N Fdust/F* Set 6o Set 7o 0.66 0.22 0.56 L L L L
L 10(2) 10(1) L L L L L L L
34 Y Fdust/F* Set 6o Set 7o 0.58 0.15 0.48 L L L L
L L 12(2) 11(1) L L L L L L L
Effect of Planet Presence on Dust Temperature
35 N Tdust Set 2t Set 3t & Set 4t L L L 0.80 L L L
L L 24 5 L L L L L
36 Y Tdust Set 2t Set 3t & Set 4t L L L 0.93 L L L
L L 22 7 L L L L L L
Effect of Stellar Metallicity on Disk Frequency and Flux Ratio
37 L Disk frequency Set 1l Set 1h L L L L L 0.06 0.04
38 L [Fe/H]
h Set 1m-Set 5m Set 5m L L L L 0.28 L L
39 N [Fe/H]
h Set 1m-Set 3m Set 3m L L L L 0.002 L L
40 N [Fe/H]
h Set 1m-Set 4m Set 4m L L L L 1.0 L L
41 Y [Fe/H]
h Set 1m-Set 3m Set 3m L L L L 0.0008 L L
42 Y [Fe/H]
h Set 1m-Set 4m Set 4m L L L L 0.47 L L
43 N [Fe/H] Set 2 m Set 3 m L L L 0.002 L L
L L 115 15 L L L L L L L
44 N [Fe/H] Set 2 m Set 4 m L L L 0.49 L L L
L L 115 6 L L L L L L L
45 Y [Fe/H] Set 2 m Set 3 m L L L 0.005 L L L
L L 112 16 L L L L L L L
46 Y [Fe/H] Set 2 m Set 4 m L L L 0.32 L L L
L L 112 8 L L L L L L L
47 N [Fe/H] Set 2 m Set 5 m L L L 0.33 L L
L L 115 26 L L L L L L L
48 Y [Fe/H] Set 2 m Set 5 m L L L 0.39 L L L
L L 112 26 L L L L L L L
49 L Fdust/F* Set 1h Set 1h 0.42 0.27 0.44 L L L L
L L 75(8) 61(5) L L L L L L
Effect of Spectral Type on Disk Frequency and Flux Ratio
50 L Disk frequency Set 1o (G) Set 1o (F) L L L L L 0.10 0.08
51 L Disk frequency Set 1o (G) Set 1o (K) L L L L L 0.88 0.90
52 L Disk frequency Set 1o (K) Set 1o (F) L L L L L 0.01 0.008
53 L Disk presence
i Set 1o (F+G) Set 1o (K) L L L L 0.16 L L
54 L Disk presence
i Set 1o (F) Set 1o (G+K) L L L L 0.09 L L
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reference) is a 18% probability event; the probability drops to
5% if including the unconﬁrmed planetary systems (Table 8,
lines 17 and 18). Based on these numbers there is no ﬁrm
evidence that debris disks are more common around stars
harboring low-mass planets compared to the average popula-
tion. This test, however, does not take into account the
uncertainty in the expected rate of the reference sample.
Notes.
a Including unconﬁrmed planetary systems? “N” if those stars are included in the no-planet sample Set 2. “Y” if they are considered planet hosts (i.e., they are
included in Sets 3 or 4 and 6 or 7).
b NA
tot and NB
tot are the total number of stars in each set (detections and nondetections). The number in parenthesis (NA
upl and NB
upl) is the number of stars in each
respective set with upper limits (i.e the number of stars with nondetections for which F s <obs100 obs100 3).
c Results from the univariate, nonparametric two-sample Gehan, logrank, and Peto–Prentice tests, indicating the probability that Sets A and B have been drawn from
the same population in terms of the variable under consideration.
d K–S test probability. This is the probability that the cumulative distributions of the variable under consideration in Sets A and B differ by more than the observed
value D, where D is a measure of the largest difference between the two cumulative distributions. A small probability implies that the distributions could be
signiﬁcantly different.
e Fisher exact test two-tail probability.
f Using Poisson statistics, this is the cumulative probability of ﬁnding x or more disk detections (where x is the number of disk detections in Set B), when the expected
rate is that of Set A.
g Using a binomial distribution, this is the probability of ﬁnding x or more disk detections (where x is the number of disk detections observed in Set B), when the
expected rate is that of Set A.
h The Fisher exact test is calculated by dividing the samples into two groups: a high metallicity with [Fe/H] > −0.12 and a low metallicity with [Fe/H] ⩽ -0.12. The
result is the probability that Sets A and B are equally likely to have the same distribution of high versus low [Fe/H].
i The Fisher exact test is calculated by dividing the samples into two groups: debris disk hosts, with a signal-to-noise ratio of the excess emission
SNR = >
s s
-
+
3F Fdust obs
100
star
100
obs
1002
star
1002
, and nondebris disk hosts, with SNR < 3dust . The result is the probability that Sets A and B are equally likely to harbor debris disks.
Table 9
Debris DiskProperties (detected at 100 μm)
HIP HD GJ UNS Tdust
colda Rdust
colda
(K) (AU)
544 166 5 G030A 86.2 ± 2.0 8.3 ± 0.4
1368 L 14 K115A 29.0 ± 3.2 30.5 ± 6.8
4148 5133 42 K089A 29.2 ± 2.6 49.0 ± 8.7
5862 7570 55 F032A 73.8 ± 23.8 19.8 ± 12.8
7978 10647 3109 F051A 49.1 ± 3.6 40.3 ± 5.9
8102 10700 71 G002A 80.0 ± 8.5 ±
15510 20794 139 G005A 61.8 ± 14.1 16.5 ± 7.5
16537 22049 144 K001A 35.0 ±5.0 36.0 ±
16852 22484 147 F022A 98.0 ±7.7 14.4 ±2.3
17420 23356 L K087A 59.3 ±83.3 12.0 ±33.8
17439 23484 152 L 41.0 ± 29.0 ±
22263 30495 177 G029A 70.6 ±2.7 15.3 ±1.2
23693 33262 189 F012A 115.0±11.7 7.2 ±1.5
26394 39091 9189 G085A 43.3 ±12.7 51.3 ±30.2
28103 40136 225 F028 149.0± 8.4 ±
32480 48682 245 F044A 51.9 ±3.1 39.3 ±4.8
42438 72905 311 G036A 87.2 ±9.5 10.2 ±2.2
43726 76151 327 G068A 87.0 ±19.6 10.4 ±4.7
61174 109085 471.2 F063A 37.4 ±1.9 124.6±13.4
62207 110897 484 F050A 53.7 ±8.3 28.2 ±8.8
64924 115617 506 G008A 66.8 ±3.1 15.9 ±1.5
65721 117176 512.1 L 100.0± 14.0 ±
71181 128165 556 K072A 42.5 ±59.7 21.0 ±59.1
71284 128167 557 F039A 126.8±34.1 9.1 ±4.9
85235 158633 675 K062A 62.0 ±16.2 13.0 ±6.8
107350 206860 836.7 G080A 86.6 ±8.7 11.0 ±2.2
107649 207129 838 G053A 44.1 ±1.6 45.2 ±3.4
114361 218511 1279 K114A 30.6 ±3.3 32.4 ±7.1
116771 222368 904 F021A 51.3 ±29.1 55.1 ±62.5
Notes.
a Tdust
cold and Rdust
cold for the stars with 100 μm excesses, calculated following
Kennedy et al. (2012a, 2012b), using the full spectral energy distribution.
Figure 3. Cumulative frequency of the dust ﬂux ratio at 100 μm. Top: only for
the stars with signiﬁcant detected emission (i.e., s >F100 100 3—this panel is
biased to large excesses because for stars with faint photospheres, they can be
included only if they have large dust ﬂux ratios). Bottom: for all the stars
assuming an optimistic case, where the adopted ﬂux ratio for the targets
without signiﬁcant detected emission is its corresponding upper limit, and a
pessimistic case, where the adopted ﬂux ratio is 0. Black is for the stars with
ages >1Gyr (Set 1o), and red is for stars with ages <1Gyr (Set 1y).
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The Fisher exact test gives in a 19% probability to ﬁnd the
observed arrangement of the data if the null hypothesis were
true, where the null hypothesis is that the stars with low-mass
planets only (Set 4o) and the stars without planets (Set 2o) are
equally likely to harbor disks. The probability drops to 7% when
including the unconﬁrmed planetary systems (Table 8, lines 19
and 17). We ﬁnd that the disk frequency for Set 4o would have to
be about four times higher than in Set 2o in order for the Fisher
exact test to identify a correlation in our small subsample, Set 4o.
The identiﬁcation of smaller differences in disk frequencies is
limited by low-number statistics.
The results from survival analysis (Table 8—lines 23 and
24) indicate that the probability that the low-mass planet
sample (Set 4o) and the no-planet sample (Set 2o) have been
drawn from the same population in terms of the dust ﬂux ratio
at 100 μm is not low enough to claim a correlation (even when
including the unconﬁrmed planetary systems). However, in this
case, survival analysis might be unreliable because of the small
sample size (N  10) of the low-mass planet sample.
In Section 5.2 below we discuss that there are hints that the
debris disk frequency around F-type stars might be higher than
around G- and K-type, although this trend is not found to be
statistically signiﬁcant. However, given that none of the F-type
stars in our sample harbor planets (see Figure 11, because it is
not possible to search to such low masses around them), to be
conservative we now compare the low-mass planet sample to a
control sample that does not include F-type stars. We ﬁnd that
the binomial-derived probability that the disk frequencies of the
low-mass planet sample and the no-planet sample (excluding
the F’s) are similar is 9% (compared to 14% when including
the F’s). The Fisher exact probability gives 12% (compared to
19% when including the F’s). Therefore, our conclusion that
there is no evidence of correlation does not change when
excluding F-type stars.
In summary, our study does not show evidence of a
correlation, but our conclusion is limited by the small
sample size.
3.2.3. Planetary System Multiplicity
Comparing Set 6o (single-planet sample, with a disk
frequency of 0.3) and Set 7o (multiple-planet sample, with a
disk frequency of 2/10 = 0.20) and using a binomial
distribution, we ﬁnd that detecting two or more disks in Set
7o, when the expected detection rate is 0.30 (taking Set 6o as
reference, i.e., the expected number of disk detections is
0.30·10), is an 85% probability event (changing only slightly
Figure 4. Top: dust ﬂux ratio at 100 μm as a function of stellar age. The
circles correspond to detections (i.e., s >F 3100 100 ), whereasthe down-
facing arrows correspond to upper limits (i.e., s <F F( ) 3100 100 ). Black is for
the stars without known planets (Set 2), red is for the high-mass planet
sample (Set 3), and green is for the low-mass planet sample (Set 4).
Unconﬁrmed planetary systems appear in orange. The larger open blue
circles indicate which of those stars harbor excess emission at 100 μm (Set
5). Bottom: same as above but for the fractional luminosity, assuming a
blackbody emission from the excess. The circles correspond to dust
detections (i.e., stars with SNR > 3dust , where SNR =
s s
-
+
F F
dust
obs
100
star
100
obs
1002
star
1002
),
whereasthe down-facing arrows correspond to upper limits (i.e., SNR
< 3dust ).
Figure 5. Distribution of the excess ﬂux ratio at 100 μm for stars with
signiﬁcant detected emission (i.e., s >F 3100 100 ). Top: the open black
histogram corresponds to the stars without known planets (Set 2). Middle:
the red ﬁlled histogram (with hatching from the topleft to the bottom right)
corresponds to the high-mass planet sample (Set 3), whereasthe green ﬁlled
histogram (with vertical hatching) corresponds to the low-mass planet sample
(Set 4). Bottom: cumulative fraction (same color code as above). There are two
stars outside the plotted range, one in Set 3 a with F Fdust
100
star
100 = 99.8 and
another in Set 2 with F Fdust
100
star
100 = 38.0.
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when including the unconﬁrmed planetary systems—Table 8,
lines 25 and 26). The data donot show any evidence that
debris disks are more or less common around stars harboring
multiple-planetsystems compared to single-planet systems.
The same conclusion results from the Fisher exact test (Table 8,
lines 27 and 28). Regarding the dust ﬂux ratio, survivalana-
lysis results (Table 8, lines 29–34) indicate that the multiple-
planet, single-planet, and no-planet samples could have been
drawn from the same population in terms of the dust ﬂux ratio
at 100 μm (and the result holds if we include the unconﬁrmed
planetary systems). The data, again, do not show evidence of
any correlation between planet multiplicity and the strength of
the debris disk emission.
3.2.4. Effect on the Characteristic Dust Temperature
We now assess whether there is any evidence that the debris
disks around planet-bearing stars might be different from those
around an average population of stars in terms of the
characteristic dust temperature. Sets labeled with a “t” include
only the stars with estimated dust temperatures (listed in Table
9). The calculation of the graybody dust temperatures is
described in Kennedy et al. (2012a) based on observations with
a wide wavelength coverage. Figure 7 shows the distribution of
the characteristic dust temperature in the no-planet sample (Set
2t) and the planet samples (Sets 3 t and 4t). The K–S test yields
two values, D, a measure of the largest difference between the
two cumulative distributions under consideration, and the
probability of ﬁnding a D-value greater than the observed
value; the latter is an estimate of the signiﬁcance level of the
observed value of D as a disproof of the null hypothesis that the
distributions come from the same parent population, that is,a
small probability implies that the distributions could be
signiﬁcantly different. The result from the K–S test is shown
in Table 8 (lines 35 and 36), showing a very high probability.
The calculation of the probability is good if N1N2/(N1 + N2) ⩾
4, where N1 and N2 are the number of stars in each set.
However, if one wants to be conservative, it might be
compromised when N < 20, as it is the case here. Based on
the limited information we have so far, there is no evidence that
the characteristic temperature of the debris disks around planet-
bearing stars differs from the rest.
4. CORRELATIONS WITH STELLAR METALLICITY
Figure 8 shows the distribution of stellar metallicity. To
assess the correlation with metallicity, we create Sets 1m–5 m,
constituted by stars in Sets 1–5 with known metallicities25 from
Figure 6. Cumulative frequency of the dust ﬂux ratio at 100 μm. Top: only for
the stars with signiﬁcant detected emission (i.e., s >F 3100 100 ). Bottom: for all
the stars assuming an optimistic case, where the adopted ﬂux ratio for the
targets without signiﬁcant detected emission is its corresponding upper limit,
and a pessimistic case, where the adopted ﬂux ratio is 0. Black is for the stars
without known planets with ages >1Gyr (Set 2o), red is for stars harboring
high-mass planets (Set 3o), and green is for those harboring low-mass planets
(Set 4o). The unconﬁrmed planetary systems are included under Set 2 (no-
planet sample).
Figure 7. Distribution of the estimated blackbody dust temperature for the stars
with debris disk detections at 100 μm (i.e., SNR > 3dust ). The open black
histogram corresponds to stars without known planets (Set 2t), whereasthe
line-ﬁlled colored histogram corresponds to stars harboring high-mass planets
(Set 3t; in red, with hatching from the top left to the bottom right) and stars
harboring low-mass planets (Set 4t; in green, with vertical hatching). The top
panel excludes unconﬁrmed planetary systems ϵ Eri and τ Cet, whereasthe
bottom panel includes both planetary systems.
25 Regarding possible sources of biases due to stellar age and distance,
Maldonado et al. (2012) argued that because the stars are at close distances
from the Sun (in our case within 20 pc), it is unlikely that they have suffered
different enrichment histories.
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Maldonado et al. (2012) and Eiroa et al. (2013). These sets are
further divided into stars with high metallicities (Sets 1h–
5h)and those with low metallicities (Sets 1l–5l), using the
midpoint of the metallicity distribution, [Fe/H] = −0.12, as the
dividing value. Table 6 lists how many stars are in each subset.
4.1. Debris Disk Presence
We now compare the debris disk frequencies in Set 1h (17/
75 = 0.23) and Set 1l (9/61 = 0.15). Using a binomial
distribution, ﬁnding 17 or more disk detections in Set 1h, when
the expected detection rate is 0.15 (taking Set 1l as reference,
i.e., the expected number of disk detections is 0.15·75), is a 4%
probability event (Table 8—line 37), indicating that the disk
frequenciesin the high- and low-metallicity samples might
differ. This result, however, does not take into account the
uncertainty in the expected rate of the reference sample (in this
case Set 1l). From the Fisher exact test, we ﬁnd that there is a
28% probability to ﬁnd the observed arrangement of the data if
the null hypothesis were true, where the null hypothesis in this
case is that the stars without disks (Set 1m–Set 5m) and the
stars with disks (Set 5m) are equality likely to have
metallicities > -0.12 (Table 8—line 38). From the K–S test,
the probability that the no-planet sample (Set 2m) and the
debris disk sample (Set 5m) could have been drawn from the
same distribution in terms of stellar metallicity is 33% (39%
when including unconﬁrmed planetary systems; Table 8—
lines 47–48).
Regarding the strength of the excess emission, we use
survival analysis to check if the low-metallicity and high-
metallicity samples could have been drawn from the same
population in terms of the dust ﬂux ratio. Figures 9 and 10
show the cumulative frequencies of the dust ﬂux ratio and the
fractional luminosity of Sets 1h and 1l, showing that there is a
dearth of debris disks with high dust ﬂux ratios and high
fractional luminosities around low-metallicity stars. However,
the probabilities listed in Table 8 (line 49) indicate that this
trend is not statistically signiﬁcant. We cannot rule out the
hypothesis that the high-metallicity and low-metallicity sam-
ples have been drawn from the same distribution in terms of the
dust ﬂux ratio. We conclude that the Fisher exact test and
survival analysis do not allow us to identify any correlation
between high stellar metallicity and debris disks.
Figure 8. Distribution of stellar metallicities (logarithmic scale, with [Fe/H] = 0.0
for solar metallicity). The open black histograms correspond to stars without
known planets and with known metallicities (Set 2m). Top: the line-ﬁlled colored
histograms correspond to stars harboring high-mass planets (Set 3m; in red, with
hatching from the topleft to the bottom right)and low-mass planets (Set 4m; in
green, with vertical hatching). Middle: subset harboring excess emission at
100 μm (Set 5m; in blue, with hatching from the bottom left to the topright). The
stars with unconﬁrmed planetary systems, ϵ Eri and τ Cet, are included in Set 2m
(no-planet sample). Bottom: cumulative distributions of stellar metallicities (same
color code as above).
Figure 9. Cumulative frequency of the dust ﬂux ratio at 100 μm. Top: only for
the stars with signiﬁcant detected emission (i.e., s >F 3100 100 ). Bottom: for all
the stars assuming an optimistic case, where the adopted ﬂux ratio for the
targets without signiﬁcant detected emission is its corresponding upper limit,
and a pessimistic case, where the adopted ﬂux ratio is 0. Black is for the stars
with metallicities larger than the average ([Fe/H] > −0.12; Set 1h), and red is
for the stars with lower metallicities ([Fe/H] ⩽ −0.12; Set 1l), independently of
planet presence.
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4.2. Planet Presence
Comparing the planet and no-planet samples in terms of
stellar metallicity with the Fisher exact test (Table 8—lines
39–42), we ﬁnd that in the case of giant planets, there is a 0.2%
probability to ﬁnd the observed arrangement if the stars without
giant planets (Set 1m-Set 3m) and the stars with giant planets
(Set 3m) were equally likely to have metallicities > -0.12,
whereas for low-mass planets (Set 1m-Set 4 versus Set 4), this
probability is almost 100% (the result holds when including the
unconﬁrmed planetary systems). From the K–S test, the
probability that the no-planet sample and the high-mass planet
sample could have been drawn from the same distribution in
terms of stellar metallicity is 0.2%, whereasthe probability that
the no-planet sample has been drawn from the same
distribution as the low-mass planet sample and the debris
disksample is much larger (49%; Table 8—lines 43–46).
5. POSSIBLE BIASES INTRODUCED BY THE SAMPLE
SELECTION
5.1. Presence of Undetected Planets
We now describe the potential biases that the sample
selection could introduce in the statistical analysis described
above. First, we assess whether the presence of unidentiﬁed
planetary systems could affect our results. If we were to have
many stars with high-mass planets in the control sample, Set 2,
one could argue that a high-mass planet–debris disk correlation
could have been present but hidden by all the “planet
contaminants.” However, because the high-mass planet fre-
quency is small, this seems unlikely. Due to the higher
frequency of low-mass planets (Mayor et al. 2009, 2011;
Batalha 2014 and references therein; Marcy et al. 2014 and
references therein), we probably have many stars with low-
mass planets in the control sample which have not been
identiﬁed. This means that a low-mass planet–debris disk
correlation may still be hidden in the data. We could avoid
these biases by comparing the planet sets to a subset of stars in
Set 2 for which the presence of planets within a given period
and mass has been ruled out by the radial velocity surveys.
However, because nondetections are generally not made public
by the planet search teams, the information to construct this no-
planet stellar sample is not available.
5.2. Distribution of Spectral Types
By considering FGK stars to assess the planet–debris disk
correlation, we are implicitly assuming that the disk frequency
and the planet frequency do not differ signiﬁcantly among
these spectral types.
Table 7 and Figure 11 show the distribution of spectral types
in the samples under consideration. Let us limit the comparison
to stars older than 1 Gyr (to avoid biases due to disk evolution),
i.e., to the stars in Set 1o (Table 7—line 6). For the F-stars, the
disk fraction is 0.24 (8/33 disk detections): using a binomial
distribution, ﬁnding eight or more disk detections, when the
expected detection rate is 0.14 (taking the disk frequency of the
G-stars as reference, i.e., when the expected number of disk
detections is 0.14·33), is an 8% probability event. Whereasfor
the K-stars, with a disk fraction of 0.09 (6/64 disk detections),
using a binomial distribution, ﬁnding six or more disk
detections, when the expected detection rate is 0.14, is a 90%
probability event. If we were to take the disk frequency of K-
type as reference, for the F-stars, ﬁnding eight or more disk
detections, when the expected detection rate is 0.09 (expected
number of disk detections of 0.09·33), would be a 0.8% event
(Table 8—lines 50–52). The latter seems to indicate there is a
signiﬁcant difference in disk frequencies between K-type and
F-type stars.
Eiroa et al. (2013) found that the frequency of disks in the
DUNES survey does not change signiﬁcantly among FGK
stars. The increased disk frequency for F-type stars found in
our sample might have been biased to some degree by the
shallower integration time of some of the DEBRIS targets,
although the different Teff distribution for the stars in the
DEBRIS and DUNES surveys may also play a role (the former
covering all FGK stars, whereasthe latter covers mid-F to mid-
K.26 Using a larger sample of Spitzer and Herschel observa-
tions, Sierchio et al. (2014) found no signiﬁcant dependence
with spectral type in the F4–K4 range.
The test above does not consider the uncertainty in the
expected rate of the reference sample. Classifying the stars into
those with and without debris disks and applying the Fisher
exact test, we ﬁnd that in this case the probability is not low
enough to disprove the null hypothesis that the F-stars are
Figure 10. Cumulative frequency of the dust fractional luminosity. Top: only
for the stars with excess detections (i.e., stars with SNR > 3dust ). Bottom: for
all the stars assuming an optimistic case, where the adopted fractional
luminosity for the targets without excess detections is its corresponding upper
limit, and a pessimistic case, where the adopted fractional luminosity is 0.
Black is for the stars with metallicities larger than the average ([Fe/H] > −0.12;
Set 1h), and red is for the stars with lower metallicities ([Fe/H] ⩽ −0.12; Set
1l), independently of planet presence.
26 The spectral type dependence of the debris disk frequency within the
DEBRIS sample will be studied in more detail by B. Sibthorpe et al. (2015, in
preparation).
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equally likely to harbor disks as are the G+K stars (Table 8—
lines 53 and 54).
Regarding planet frequency, Doppler surveys indicate there
is a correlation between high-mass planet frequency and
spectral type that follows roughly a linear increase with stellar
mass (Johnson et al. 2010). From a compilation of Doppler
surveys, Gaidos et al. (2013) suggestf(%) = −1.11 +
5.33Mstar/M, for planets > 8 RÅ (masses >95MÅ—see their
Figure 8). For low-mass planets in the 0.8–6 RÅ range, Kepler
data indicate that among the FGK stars the planet frequency
does not depend signiﬁcantly on the spectral type (Fressin
et al. 2013). Table 7 and Figure 11 indicate that neither the
high-mass nor low-mass planet frequencies within our sample
reﬂect the abovetrends, with a higher incidence around G-type
stars mostly likely because fewer F and Ks were searched for
planets. This might skew slightly the disk incidence rate
comparison for high-mass planets. Again, because nondetec-
tions are generally not made public, there is no way to
circumvent this issue.
In Section 7.6 we discuss how the conclusions change when
excluding F-type stars from our analysis.
6. FRACTIONAL LUMINOSITIES AND COMPARISON TO
THE SOLAR SYSTEM’S DEBRIS DISK
Figure 12 shows the cumulative frequency of the dust
fractional luminosity. This variable is commonly used to
characterize debris disk emission because it allows comparison
of disks observed at different wavelengths; it is not very model-
dependent as long as the wavelength coverage is good (as is the
case in our samples). For stars with dust excess detections
(SNR > 3dust ), the fractional luminosity is calculated follow-
ing Kennedy et al. (2012a, 2012b). For stars with dust excess
nondetections (SNR < 3dust ), the 3σ upper limit to the
fractional luminosity is calculated from
Figure 11. Distribution of spectral types for the different sets.
Figure 12. Cumulative frequency of the dust fractional luminosity. Top: only
for the stars with excess detections (i.e., stars with SNR > 3dust ). Bottom: for
all the stars assuming an optimistic case, where the adopted fractional
luminosity for the targets without excess detections is its corresponding upper
limit, and a pessimistic case, where the adopted fractional luminosity is 0.
Black is for the stars without known planets with ages>1Gyr (Set 2o), red is
for stars harboring high-mass planets (Set 3o), and green is for those harboring
low-mass planets (Set 4o). The unconﬁrmed planetary systems are included
under Set 2 (no-planet sample).
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following Equation
(4) in Beichman et al. (2006), and assuming the observed ﬂux
is s+F 3obs100 obs100, for stars with s >F 0obs100 obs100 , and 3sobs100, for
stars with s <F 0obs100 obs100 . In this expression, = nx hkT , where ν is
the frequency corresponding to 100 μm, =T Tstar eff is the
effective stellar photospheric temperature, and Tdust is assumed
to be 50 K (as in Eiroa et al. 2013).
The fractional luminosity can help place the debris disk
observations in this study in the context of the solar system’s
debris disk. Following Bryden et al. (2006), we compare the
observed cumulative distribution of fractional luminosity to
those expected from Gaussian distributions in logarithmic
scale, with average values of 10×, 3×, 1×, and 0.1× that of the
solar system’s debris disk, assuming for the latter a fractional
luminosity of 10-6.5. To avoid biases due to disk evolution, we
limit the comparison to stars older than 1 Gyr (Set 1o). The
observed and Gaussian-derived cumulative distributions are
shown in Figure 13. The bottom panel shows that the blue line
exceeds the most optimistic case at low fractional luminosities.
This means that we can reject the hypothesis that the median of
the disk fractional luminosity is 10 times that of the solar
system’s debris disk, in agreement with Bryden et al. (2006).
The best ﬁt to the data is a Gaussian centered on the solar
system value (magenta line in the top panel). This result is
discussed in Section 7.7.
7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have carried out a statistical study of an unbiased
subsample of the Herschel DEBRIS and DUNES surveys,
consisting of 204 FGK stars located at distances <20 pc, with
ages >100Myr and with no binary companions at <100 AU.
The main goal is to assess whether the frequency and properties
of debris disks around a control sample of FGK stars are
statistically different from those around stars with high-mass
and low-mass planets. We ﬁnd the following results.
7.1. Disk Evolution
The Spitzer surveys found that the upper envelope of the
70 μm debris diskemission shows a decline over the ∼100Myr
of a star’s lifetime, indicating that there might be a population
of rapidly evolving disks that disperse by 100Myr. Our sample
does not show clear evidence of disk evolution on the
gigayeartimescale. This is in agreement with the lack of disk
evolution observed at 70 μm in Spitzer surveys for stars older
than 1 Gyr27 (Hillenbrand et al. 2008; Trilling et al. 2008;
Carpenter et al. 2009). In a recent study, using both Spitzer and
Herschel observations, and using a sample 2.5 times larger than
ours, Sierchio et al. (2014) found that for disks with fractional
luminosities smaller than 10−5 there is a signiﬁcant decrease in
the debris disk frequency between 3 and 5 Gyr. To look for
evidence of disk evolution in the 5 Gyr timescalethat could
bias our results, we have divided the sample into stars with ages
0.1–5 Gyr (labeled as Sets 1oy and2oy) and stars older than
5 Gyr (Sets 1oo and2oo). We then compare the disk
frequencies and dust ﬂux ratios in both subsamples (lines 6
and 8 in Table 8). The overall resulting probabilities are not
low enough to claim that the two sets have been drawn from
different distributions in terms of the dust ﬂux ratio, nor that
their disk incidence rates differ signiﬁcantly. The Fisher exact
test (line 7 in Table 8) also indicates that both sets are equally
likely to harbor disks. We therefore do not ﬁnd evidence in our
restricted sample of disk evolution in the 5 Gyr timescale.
7.2. High-mass Planet Presence
Our sample does not show evidence that debris disks are
more common around stars harboring high-mass planets
compared to the average population. This is in agreement with
the studies based on Spitzer observations that found no
correlation between fractional luminosities, L Ldust star, and
the presence of high-mass planets (Moro-Martín et al. 2007a;
Bryden et al. 2009). Figure 8 in Maldonado et al. (2012) also
Figure 13. Cumulative frequency of the fractional luminosity. The thick black
histogram corresponds to the stars with ages >1Gyr independently of planet
presence (Set 1o). Because we are interested in the cumulative frequency of the
stars for fractional luminosities greater than the minimum observed value, in
calculating the cumulative distribution we adopt the pessimistic case, where the
fractional luminosity for the stars without excess is 0. The blue, green,
magenta, and red lines correspond to theoretical distributions that assume a
Gaussian distribution of fractional luminosities in logarithmic scale, with
average values of 10×, 3×, 1×, and 0.1× that of the solar system, respectively,
and assuming for the solar system a fractional luminosity of 10-6.5. We ﬁxed
the cumulative frequency of disks with Ldust/L* > 10
−5 at 10% according to the
observed result (in set 1o), implying 1σ widths for the theoretical distributions
of 0.4, 0.8, 1.18, and 2.0for the blue, green, magenta, and red lines,
respectively. Top: showing only the detected range; there are only three targets
with fractional luminosities below 8×10−6, compromising the ﬁt to the data in
that low range because of low-number statistics. Bottom: the dotted line that
coincides with the solid line corresponds to the the pessimistic case, where the
adopted fractional luminosities for the targets without excess detections are
taken to be 0, whereasthe second dotted line on the upper part of the panel
corresponds to the optimistic case, for which the upper limits are adopted.
27 Compared to the 70 μm observations, the 100 μm emission might also trace
dust located further out, where the collision times are longer; if this second
population of dust exists, one would expect even less evolution at this longer
wavelength.
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shows this trend, where the stars with disks and planets seem to
be well mixed with stars with only disks in terms of the
fractional luminosity, but they did not carry out any statistical
analysis. This issue will be revisited using a larger sample that
combines Herschel DEBRIS, DUNES, and SKARPS observa-
tions (G. Bryden et al. 2015, in preparation).
Overall, the lack of observed correlation between high-mass
planets and debris disks was understood within the context of
the core accretion model for planet formation, where the
conditions to form debris disks are more easily met than the
conditions to form high-mass planets. This is in agreement with
the metallicity studies that indicate that there is a correlation
between high-mass planets and stellar metallicity, but no
correlation between debris disks and stellar metallicity.
Additionally, the presence of debris disks around stars with a
very wide range of properties, from M-type (Kennedy
et al. 2007; Lestrade et al. 2012) to the progenitors of white
dwarfs (Jura 2003, 2007), implies that planetesimal formation
is a robust process that can take place under a wide range of
conditions. Therefore, based on formation conditions, if
planetesimals can be common in systems with and without
high-mass planets, there is no reason to expect a correlation
between high-mass planets and debris disks (Moro-
Martín et al. 2007a).
Another factor contributing to the lack of a well-deﬁned
correlation with planet presence might be that the dynamical
histories likely vary from system to system, and other
stochastic effects need also to be taken into account, e.g.,
those produced by dynamical instabilities of multiple-planet
systems clearing the outer planetesimal belt (Raymond
et al. 2011, 2012), the planetesimal belt itself triggering planet
migration and instabilities (Tsiganis et al. 2005; Levison
et al. 2011), or the stripping of planetesimals from disks during
stellar ﬂybys in the ﬁrst 100Myr, when systems are still in their
dense birth cluster (Lestrade et al. 2011).
Another aspect that needs to be taken into account is that the
planets detected by radial velocity surveys and the dust
observed at 100 μm occupy well-separated regions of space,
limiting the inﬂuence of the observed closer-in planets on the
dust production rate of the outer planetesimal belt; there are
long-range gravitational perturbations produced by secular
perturbations from single planets on eccentric orbits (Mustill &
Wyatt 2009) or multiplanet systems (Moro-
Martín et al. 2007b, 2010) that allow close-in planets to excite
outer planetesimal belts, but the timescale of the former may be
longer than the age of the system, and the latter is limited to
certain planet conﬁgurations.
7.3. Low-mass Planet Presence
In a preliminary study, and using a different subsample of
the Herschel DEBRIS survey, Wyatt et al. (2012) identiﬁed a
tentative correlation between debris and the presence of
planets with masses <95MÅ. Using a different subsample,
Marshall et al. (2014) also found evidence that stars with
planets<30MÅ are more likely to harbor debris disks than are
stars with planets >30MÅ (6/11 versus 5/26). There are
aspects related to the dynamical evolution of planetary
systems that could result in a higher frequency of debris
disks around stars with low-mass planets compared to those
with high-mass planets. Wyatt et al. (2012) discussed two
alternative scenarios: (1) if the planets formed in the outer
region and migrated inward, low-mass planets would have
been inefﬁcient at accreting or ejecting planetesimals, leaving
them on dynamically stable orbits over longer timescales;
high-mass planets would have been more efﬁcient at ejecting
planetesimals, leaving behind a depleted population of dust-
producing parent bodies. (2) Alternatively, if the planets
formed in situ, the timescale for the planet to eject the
planetesimals is shorter in systems with high-mass planets
than with low-mass planets. However, the true migration
histories of the systems studied may be signiﬁcantly more
complicated than the story portrayed under the two scenarios
described above. For example, in our own solar system, it is
now well established that the ice giants, Uranus and Neptune,
migrated outwardover a signiﬁcant distance to reach their
current locations, sculpting the trans-Neptunian population as
they did so (Hahn & Malhotra 2005).
In this paper we have used the cleanest possible sample of
the Herschel DEBRIS and DUNES surveys to assess if the data
at hand can conﬁrm the tentative detection of a low-mass
planet–debris correlation. Contrary to the preliminary analyses
mentioned above, here we have discarded stars without known
ages, with ages <1Gyr, and with binary companions <100
AU, allowing us to rule out possible correlations due to effects
other than planet presence. We ﬁnd that the data donot show
clear evidence that debris disks are more common around stars
harboring low-mass planets compared to the average popula-
tion. However, having a clean sample comes at a price because
the smaller sample size limits the strength of the statistical
result: a positive detection of a correlation could have been
detected by the Fisher exact test only ifthe disk frequency
around low-mass planet stars were to be about four times
higher than the control sample.
The planet–debris disk correlation studies can shed light on
the formation and evolution of planetary systemsand may
perhaps help “predict” the presence of planets around stars with
certain disk characteristics. Far from being a closed issue, this
correlation (or lack of) needs to be revisited. In the near future,
G. Bryden et al. (2015, in preparation) will address this
question using a sample that combines Herschel DEBRIS,
DUNES and SKARPS surveys, overcoming to some degree our
limitations due to the small sample size. However, there are
another two aspects that need to be improved upon and, with
the data at hand, cannot be addressed at the moment: our ability
to detect fainter disksand to detect or rule out the presence of
lower-mass planets to greater distances.
Regarding the disk detections, our knowledge of circum-
stellar debris is limited: we only have detections for the top
20% of the dust distribution, assuming all stars have a remnant
circumstellar disk at some level; limits closer to the KB-level
are only possible for nearby F+ type stars, and we are incapable
of seeing exact analogues to our own solar system leaving a
large parameter space with no constraint on planet or dust
properties. Future missions under consideration such asSPICA
would improve things signiﬁcantly: if its telescope is not
descoped, the improvement in sensitivity would allow detec-
tion ofphotospheres not detected by Herschel, e.g., for M stars
and for FGK stars at large distances; its noise would also be
lower than Herschel, allowing it to detect fainter disks.
Regarding the planet detection, the high frequency of low-
mass planets indicates that we probably have many low-mass
planet stars in the control sample which have not been
identiﬁed, hindering our ability to detect a correlation. To
overcome this problem, we rely on radial velocity surveys to
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gradually probe both to greater distances and lower planet
masses;but also critically important is that these teams make
the nondetections publicly available so we can identify systems
for which the presence of planets of a given mass can be
excluded out to a certain distance.
7.4. Planetary System Multiplicity
Dynamical simulations by Raymond et al. (2011, 2012)of
multiple-planet systems with outer planetesimal belts indicate
that there might be a correlation between the presence of
multiple planets and debris. This is because the presence of the
former indicates a dynamically stable environment where dust-
producing planetesimals may have survived for extended
periods of time (as opposed to single-planet systems that in
the past may have experienced gravitational scattering events
that resulted in the ejection of other planets and dust-producing
planetesimals). It is of interest therefore to assess whether
debris disks are correlated with planet multiplicity.
Our sample does not show evidence that debris disks are
more or less common, or more or less dusty, around stars
harboring multiple-planetsystems compared to single-planet
systems.
7.5. Dust Temperature
Based on the limited statistics, there is no evidence that the
characteristic dust temperature of the debris disks around
planet-bearing stars is any different from that in debris disks
without identiﬁed planets. This is of course subject to detailed
individual modeling, as the spatial dust disk distribution of the
planet-bearing systems might show more structural features due
to gravitational perturbations compared to the disks around
stars not harboring planets, in which case it might not be
appropriate to describe the dust excess emission with a single
temperature.
7.6. Stellar Metallicity
We ﬁnd that there is no evidence that debris disks are more
common around stars with high metallicities. This is in
agreement with previous studies (Bryden et al. 2006; Greaves
et al. 2006). We ﬁnd a dearth of debris disks with high dust ﬂux
ratios (also fractional luminosities) around low-metallicity
stars, consistent with the model of Wyatt et al. (2007).
However, survival analysis tests indicate that this trend is not
statistically signiﬁcant and that we cannot rule out the
hypothesis that the high-metallicity and low-metallicity sam-
ples have been drawn from the same distribution in terms of the
dust ﬂux ratio.
The data conﬁrmthe well-known correlation between high
metallicities and the presence of high-mass planets. On the
contrary, we ﬁnd no evidence of a correlation between high
metallicities and the presence of low-mass planets. We
therefore ﬁnd the well-known positive correlation between
the presence of planets and stellar metallicity for stars with
high-mass planets but no correlation for stars with low-mass
planets only in agreement with extensive Doppler studies
(Santos et al. 2004; Fisher & Valenti 2005; Ghezzi et al. 2010;
Mayor et al. 2011). Maldonado et al. (2012) studied a larger
stellar sample and derived the metallicities in a uniform way.
They found an increasing correlation with stellar metallicity
from stars without planets and disks and stars with debris disks
to stars with high-mass planets. They also concluded that the
correlation with stellar metallicity is due to the presence of
planets and not the presence of debris disks.
7.7. Fractional Luminosity and Comparison to the
Solar System Debris Disk
Comparing the observed cumulative distribution of frac-
tional luminosity to those expected from a Gaussian distribu-
tion in logarithmic scale, we ﬁnd that a distribution centered on
the solar system value (taken as 10-6.5) ﬁts the data well,
whereasone centered at 10times the solar system’s debris
disks can be rejected.
This is of interest in the context of future prospects for
terrestrial planet detection. Even though the Herschel observa-
tions presented in this study trace cold dust located at tens of
AU from the star, for systems with dust at the solar system
level, the dust dynamics is dominated by Poynting–Robertson
drag. This force makes the dust in the outer system drift into the
terrestrial-planet region. This warm dust can impede the future
detection of terrestrial planets due to the contaminant
exozodiacal emission, with its median level, its uncertainty,
and shape of its distribution being some of the parameters that
may affect the aperture size required for a telescope such
asATLASTto be able to characterize biosignatures (see, e.g.,
Stark et al. 2014; Brown 2015). Ruling out a distribution of
fractional luminosities centered at 10 times the solar system
level implies that there are a large number of debris disk
systems with dust levels in the KB region low enough not to
become a signiﬁcant source of contaminant exozodiacal
emission. Comets and asteroids located closer to the star are
other sources of dust that can contribute to the exozodiacal
emission (and for those, Herschel observations do not provide
constraints), but planetary systems with low KB dust-type of
emission likely imply low-populated outer belts leading to low
cometary activity. These results, therefore, indicate that there
are good prospects for ﬁnding a large number of debris disk
systems (i.e., systems with evidence of harboring planetesi-
mals) with exozodiacal emission low enough to be appropriate
targets for terrestrial planet searches. Dedicated warm dust
surveys with the Keck Interferometer Nuller (Millan-Gabet
et al. 2011), CHARA/FLUOR (Absil et al. 2013), VLTI/
PIONIER (Ertel et al. 2014), and LBTI (under the HOSTS
program) are shedding or will soon shed light on this issue.
Even though the planetesimals detected by Herschel in the
far infrared are located far from the terrestrial-planet region,
their presence is favorable to the growth and survival of
terrestrial planets because these planetesimals indicate that the
system has experienced a calm dynamical evolution, as
opposed to an environment of dynamically active, high-mass
planets. Such an environment would tend to destroy both the
outer, dust-producing planetesimal belt and the planetesimals
that might otherwise build the terrestrial planets. This
conclusion was the result of Raymond et al.’s (2011, 2012)
extensive dynamical simulations consisting of high-mass
planetembryos and inner and outer belts of planetesimals.
These simulations ﬁnd that there is a strong correlation between
the presence of cold dust in the outer planetary systemand the
presence of terrestrial planets in the inner region, so a system
with lowlevels of KB dust emission might also imply a
dynamical history not amicable to terrestrial planets. The solar
system, in this case, would be an outlier, with a low-level of
KB dust but a high number of terrestrial planets. It would be of
great interest to extend Raymond et al.’s (2011, 2012)
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simulations to cover a wider range of initial conditions to
further explore this correlation, as it would enlighten the target
selection for an ATLAST-type mission.
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